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Executive Summary
Moored ocean buoys are a technically feasible approach for making sustained time series

observations in the oceans and will be an important component of any long-term ocean observing
system.  Because of the broad spectrum of scientific needs identified in DEOS planning
documents, and described in the recent NAS/NRC report “Illuminating the Hidden Planet: The
Future of Seafloor Observatory Science,” it is clear that there is no single buoy or mooring design
that will meet all of these needs while at the same time minimizing costs.  We have, therefore,
considered a range of specifications and designs in this study, and evaluated the trade-offs in
performance and costs for these different systems.  We have found that it is possible to meet the
specifications that have been proposed in these planning documents by using currently available
technologies, although the cost will be significant.  The installation of the infrastructure for
twenty systems will cost as much as a Class I UNOLS vessel (ca. ~$50M) and the annual
maintenance and operating costs of these twenty systems will be the equivalent of operating a
pair of major UNOLS ships (ca. ~$10M/yr).  However, the establishment of a network of moored
ocean buoy observatories will be an important enabling technology that will lead to fundamental
new understanding of the oceans and Earth.

The most important specifications driving buoy design decisions are the telemetry rate that
the buoy system will support for communication to shore, and the amount of power delivered to
the seafloor.  The only cost-effective alternative for continuous high-bandwidth communication
(64-128 kbps or higher) currently available is a C-Band or Ku-Band satellite system.  However,
the power requirements for operating these telemetry systems and for the delivery of power to the
seafloor lie in the kilowatt range and require a buoy equipped with diesel generators.  At present,
compact, low-power satellite communications systems that can be powered entirely by solar cells
and batteries are limited to modest data rates (<64 kbps) and high tariffs that will limit data
transmission to ~5 Mbytes/day.  Solar cells can only provide at most a few tens of watts of power
to instruments on the seafloor or on a mooring.  Diesel generators can provide several hundreds
of watts to the seafloor, providing much greater potential for system expandability in the future.
Thus, the size and payload capacity of the buoy is strongly dependent on the telemetry rate
specified for the system, as well as the power supplied to instruments on the seafloor or on the
mooring.  The effects are highly nonlinear; that is, reducing power requirements to the seafloor
and telemetry rates by a factor of two does not translate into a buoy which is half the size and
cost.

We have evaluated both single-point, discus buoy moorings and tri-moored spar buoys for
use as ocean observatories.  Three specific buoy and mooring designs have been analyzed and are
compared on the basis of their costs and capabilities.  The primary option investigated was a
cable-linked, high-bandwidth observatory employing either a spar or discus buoy that uses an
electro-optic cable to connect seafloor and moored instruments to the surface.  This system has
been designed to deliver 500 W of power to the seafloor and utilizes a C-Band satellite telemetry
system that can send ~500 Mbytes of data (or more) each day to shore.  We have also evaluated a
low-bandwidth discus buoy system that uses acoustic modems to transfer data from instruments
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on the seafloor or mooring to the buoy, and can deliver about 5 Mbytes/day of data to shore.  No
power is delivered to the seafloor and solar panels (with batteries) are used to power the satellite
telemetry system.

The acoustically-linked approach has the advantage of lower cost and less complicated
logistics at the expense of lower data rates, and inability to provide power to the seafloor.  The
cabled buoy systems are more expensive to build, install and operate, but offer much higher data
rates and can provide significant power to operate seafloor instruments.  Costs for the two
approaches averaged over the ten year operational life of the systems differ by about a factor of 2
to 3, while data rates differ by a factor of more than 100.  Cable-linked, moored buoy systems
will be well-suited to applications which require high-bandwidth and for which observations over
a long time period (a decade or more) are needed.  Acoustically-linked moored buoy systems will
be the preferred solution when power does not need to be supplied to sensors, the data telemetry
requirements are modest, and systems need to be relocatable or deployed rapidly in response to
transient events.  It is likely that a mix of capabilities will best meet broad observatory needs.

For high-bandwidth applications both discus (single-point mooring) and spar buoys (tri-
moors) are suitable.  The discus approach is less expensive initially and simpler to install.  For the
MOMAR and NAZCA sites a discus system costs ~$1.9-2.3M/node to build and install
(including ship time) versus ~$3.2-5.2M/node for the spar.  However, a spar buoy with a 3-point
mooring may be more reliable in terms of satellite telemetry.  Amortized over the 10-year
operational life of the systems the cost to build, install, operate and maintain a spar system are
only about 15-20% higher than for a discus buoy.  The appropriate choice of approach will
depend on anticipated weather conditions, location (latitude, water depth), required system
lifetime, the power and telemetry requirements of the sensors, and the need for continuous real-
time data.  The greater the water depth, the larger the cost differential between the discus and spar
options.  The spar buoy system provides a more stable platform for telemetry, making it the
preferred system for high-latitude, bad-weather sites.  At lower latitude, better weather sites, a
discus system may be a cost-effective solution for observatories requiring high-bandwidth.  The
decision on whether a spar or discus approach is preferred for a specific high-bandwidth
application must be addressed by a careful, site-specific and application-specific analysis.

Assuming the costs given for the MOMAR and NAZCA sites are representative of the
average costs for establishing observatories at DEOS sites, an array of 20 nodes including 10
high-bandwidth spar systems (for high latitude sites), 5 high-bandwidth discus buoy systems (for
lower latitude sites) and 5 low-bandwidth systems (for applications with modest data telemetry
requirements or the need to be relocatable) could be built and installed for a cost of ~$38M.
Annual maintenance and operations costs would be ~$500K node for the high-bandwidth systems
and ~$200K/node for the low-bandwidth systems or ~$7M/yr for 20 buoys.  If all twenty nodes
were high-bandwidth systems an initial investment of ~$33M (discus design) to ~$54M (spar
design) would be required and annual operating and maintenance costs would be ~$10M/yr.
None of these figures include ship costs; these costs are difficult to estimate accurately without
knowing specific deployment sites.  As a rule of thumb, total costs will approximately double if
ship costs are included.  These cost estimates also do not include scientific instrumentation or
labor associated with the scientific use of the observatories; in the case of the low-bandwidth
system each instrument builder will have to supply power and on-board data storage, and in most
cases the instruments will have to be recovered and serviced annually.  These are infrastructure
costs, though some of the cruise costs would likely be shared between the science users and the
infrastructure providers.  We anticipate that the scientific uses and instrumentation will evolve
rapidly over the initial decade of the program.
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There are several important remaining questions regarding the design and development of
moored buoy ocean observatories that should be addressed through a series of engineering studies
or prototype testing.  These include:

• The reliability of the acoustic communication system in the low-bandwidth system in
deep water.  What average data rates can be achieved and what environmental factors
determine acoustic link performance?  Does the large watch circle of a discus buoy on a
single-point mooring present problems for directional acoustic telemetry?

• The effectiveness of discus and spar buoys as platforms for Inmarsat B (low-bandwidth)
and C-Band (high-bandwidth) satellite telemetry systems.  Up to what sea states will these
systems operate reliably in practice?  How sensitive is performance to buoy/mooring design?

• The expected operational lifetime of the electro-optic cables for single-point and three-
point moorings.  How do factors such as sea state, currents and mooring design affect cable
reliability?

• The service interval required for diesel-powered buoys with C-Band telemetry systems.
Is a maintenance interval of ~12 months realistic?
In view of the engineering issues discussed above and the substantial resource commitment

necessary to build and operate a global network of ocean observatories, we recommend a
carefully phased program to develop the infrastructure needed to begin operating buoy-based
observatories.  The goal of this program will be to build, install and operate both a prototype
high-bandwidth, cable-linked observatory and a low-bandwidth, acoustically-linked observatory.
When completed, these two systems will demonstrate the full range of solutions that are available
for buoy-based ocean observatories.  We recommend that the high-bandwidth prototype be based
on the tri-moored spar design, which we believe is the more conservative approach based on its
inherently lower dynamics.  The low-bandwidth prototype should be implemented using the
acoustic link technology combined with the single-point discus mooring configuration to
optimize the system for remote applications and to minimize overall costs.  While it is possible to
design and construct these systems, the long-term reliability, over year-long periods, of the
communications and power systems will have to be evaluated through experience.  This two
system approach will result in tested designs that are suitable for use in most of the envisioned
applications at deep ocean sites.

We recommend taking the following steps to achieve this goal over the next 3 years.

Year 1
In the first year, two activities should be conducted in parallel: engineering testing of critical

sub-systems and production of detailed engineering and construction plans and drawings.  The
engineering tests will address the key remaining design questions listed above.  Specific tasks for
Year 1 include:

 Design the spar/mooring for the specific environmental conditions anticipated at the
prototype deployment site.  The design process should be aimed at both minimizing and
fully detailing costs and maximizing long-term reliability.

 Complete working drawings for the  spar buoy, request bids for the construction of the spar
frame, and construct the buoy.

 Design a fiber optic/electrical cable that can withstand many years of use on a spar buoy
mooring.  The design must include the necessary termination and connector designs
required for the installation and maintenance of the high-bandwidth system and the
associated termination frame and junction box.

 Request bids for spar communications antenna and electronics.  Specify diesel power system,
acquire, and construct power module.
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 Test the reliability of the acoustic communications link on an existing surface buoy such as
the Bermuda Testbed Mooring (BTM) to verify the data rate and power conclusions
documented in this report.

 Test the performance of an Inmarsat B telemetry system on an existing surface buoy such as
the BTM to verify its mechanical reliability and power/data rate are appropriate for the
low bandwidth approach.

 Design the low-bandwidth discus buoy and mooring for the protoype deployment site.
Complete working drawings of low-bandwidth discus buoy system.

Standardization of subsystems between the high and low-bandwidth approaches will be a
goal of the design work, where feasible.

Year 2
In Year 2, the prototype spar systems will be integrated and shallow water tests will be

conducted.  The high-bandwidth spar observatory will be deployed for deep water tests before the
end of the year.  The low-bandwidth discus buoy observatory will be fabricated and tested in the
lab and on the dock.  The dock tests should include short-term deployments of the complete
systems in shallow water to minimize the likelihood of the prototype systems failing prematurely
during their initial deep ocean trials.

Year 3
In Year 3 both the high-bandwidth spar buoy and low-bandwidth discus buoy observatories

will be operated at sites of scientific interest to the ocean sciences community.  Scientific data
and engineering results can then be used to evaluate the designs for use in a global network of
buoy-based ocean observatories.  Along with these design, test and operational tasks, it will be
important to continue to evaluate new satellite telemetry methods, new sensors, new ROVs and
new power systems with an eye to simplifying these designs to minimize costs and maximize
long-term reliability.
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Preface
This design study, funded by the National Science Foundation’s Ocean Science

Division, was a collaborative effort involving Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution,
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, Deep Oil Technology, and the Monterey Bay
Aquarium Research Institute (see Appendix A for a complete list of participants).  This
report is a summary of information contained in several working group reports prepared
by members of the design team and recommendations developed based on scientific
requirements, technical feasibility and potential costs associated with the various design
concepts.  The working groups and their members are shown below.  Copies of the full
working group reports are available at http://obslab.whoi.edu/buoy.html.

Moored Buoy Observatory Design Study Working Groups
Scientific Instrumentation Requirements Collins (leader), Bellingham, Hamilton,

Hodgkiss, Plueddemann, Vernon, Worcester
Environmental Constraints Plueddemann (leader), Grosenbaugh, Halkyard,

Worcester
Power Generation Berger (leader), Forrester, Halkyard, Harriss
Satellite Telemetry Berger (leader), Vernon, Von der Heydt
Control Systems and Data Integration Vernon (leader), Berger, Collins, Debord, Frye,

Von der Heydt
Discus Buoy and Mooring Designs Frye (leader), Gobat, Grosenbaugh, Peters,

Pettit, Paul, Von der Heydt
Spar Buoy and Mooring Designs Halkyard (leader), Davies, Gupta, Harriss,

Horton, Traphagen
Deployment and Maintenance Logistics Wooding (leader), Bowen, Etchemendy,

Halkyard, Harriss, Trask

We began this study with a number of design goals including a system that could
deliver up to 100 W to a seafloor junction box, telemeter data to shore at up to 64 kbps,
be installed and serviced by a UNOLS vessel, and cost <$600K.  During the course of
this study these design goals were significantly modified as we came to realize that there
are certain design thresholds that strongly influence buoy design, and that system costs
are a highly nonlinear function of the design specifications; that is, reducing power and
telemetry rates by a factor of two does not simply translate into a reduction of buoy size
and cost by the same factor.

We found that the most important specifications driving buoy design decisions are the
telemetry rate that the buoy system will support for communication to shore, the
associated power requirements of this telemetry system, and the amount of power
delivered to the seafloor.  This ultimately led us to consider two fundamentally different
approaches for buoy-based ocean observatories; the design goals for these systems are
presented in Section 3.  The first is a cable-linked, high-bandwidth system that uses fiber
optic cable to connect seafloor and moored instruments to the surface.  The buoys, which
can be of either the spar or discus design, are equipped with diesel generators and can
deliver ~500W of power to the seafloor and telemeter ~500 Mbytes of data (or more) to
shore each day.  The second approach discussed in this report is a low-bandwidth system
that uses acoustic modems to transfer data from instruments on the seafloor or mooring,
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and can deliver about 5 Mbytes/day of data to shore.  No power is delivered to the
seafloor and solar panels (with batteries) are used to power the satellite telemetry system.

In this report three specific buoy and mooring designs have been analyzed and
compared on the basis of their cost and capabilities: two high-bandwidth cabled systems
(a tri-moored spar buoy and a single-point mooring discus buoy), and a smaller, low-
bandwidth, acoustically-linked discus buoy design.  The technical capabilities of various
subsystems for these designs including satellite communication, power generation,
instrument-to-buoy telemetry and power transmission, instrument interfaces, and control
systems/data integration are also described in some detail.  The report concludes with a
series of recommendations on the necessary next steps to take in the development of the
infrastructure required to begin operating buoy-based ocean observatories.

1.0 Introduction
Many fundamental scientific problems in the ocean sciences require the measurement

of physical, chemical, biological, and geological processes on time scales ranging from
seconds to decades, as well as synoptic characterizations of these processes on a global
scale [1,2].  This requirement has highlighted the need for long-term “ocean
observatories” with sensors at the air-sea interface, in the water column, and on/or
beneath the seafloor.  Specific operational needs include data and state-of-health
telemetry to shore-based laboratories, bi-directional communication for remote
instrument control and software/firmware upgrades, and an ability to provide power for
long-term instrument operation.

The DEOS (Dynamics of Earth and Ocean Systems) program is exploring two
technologically distinct approaches for ocean observations: cabling the observatory to
shore using a dedicated telecommunications cable (c.f. the LEO-15, HUGO, H2O, and
NEPTUNE projects), and utilizing a moored surface buoy as a platform for telemetering
data back to shore using commercial telecommunications satellites.  One advantage of
buoy-based ocean observatories is that they can be located in very remote ocean areas far
from land, where the cost of laying a fiber optical cable would be prohibitive.  They can
also be built and deployed for a fraction of the cost of a cabled observatory system.
Another major advantage of buoy-based observatories is that they are portable and can be
efficiently used for shorter term (2-3 year) studies, and moved to locations in response to
specific events (e.g., a submarine volcanic eruption).  The limitations of this approach are
the need to regularly service and maintain the buoy, and the limited data telemetry
bandwidth and cost of satellite communications compared to fiber optical cable.

Although moored buoys have been deployed in the deep ocean since the 1940’s as
platforms from which to acquire meteorological and oceanographic data, they have not
been used for long-term seafloor observatory studies.  Important questions exist regarding
the design of such a buoy system including the optimal buoy type (spar- or disk-based
floats), the mooring design (single-point or tri-moor), how best to isolate the cable
connecting the buoy to the seafloor from wave and current forcing, the expected
performance of the satellite telemetry system under different environmental conditions,
the best means of supplying power to the buoy, and to sensors on the seafloor or the
mooring, as well as the costs of buoy construction, installation and maintenance.
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This study has been carried out to evaluate different moored buoy designs that meet
the operational requirements of the DEOS community.  Because of the broad spectrum of
scientific needs identified in DEOS planning documents [1], and described in the recent
NAS/NRC report “Illuminating the Hidden Planet: The Future of Seafloor Observatory
Science” [2], it is clear that that there is no single buoy or mooring design which will
meet all of these needs.  We have therefore evaluated both discus and spar buoy designs,
and we include a comparison with OceanNet, a commercially available moored buoy
observatory system.

It is our collective opinion that the buoy options described in this report represent a
very feasible and cost-effective approach to the goal of operating a global array of ocean
observatories.  The ability to establish an essentially permanent presence in the ocean
with data quickly and freely available to scientists throughout the world will
revolutionize the study of the oceans and the interrelationships between complex systems.
The costs, however, are significant.  The installation of the infrastructure for more than
twenty systems will cost as much as a Class I UNOLS vessel (ca. ~$50M) and annual
maintenance will cost the equivalent of operating a pair of major ships (ca. ~$10M/yr).
This is, however, an important enabling technology, which will lead to fundamental new
understanding of the oceans and Earth.

2.0 Scientific and Technical Requirements
Ocean observatories with sensors located on or below the seafloor, in the water

column, and at the sea surface provide a unique opportunity for multidisciplinary and
interdisciplinary work, combining geological, physical, chemical and biological
observations.  Broadly speaking two different kinds of long-term, scientific observatories
have been identified within the DEOS community:

• “Global Network” observatories which are sited to complete the geometrically
uniform global coverage necessary to completely image the interior of the Earth,
understand whole Earth processes occurring at very long time scales, and provide a
synoptic view of oceanographic and meteorological variables on a global scale.  With
70% of the Earth’s surface under the oceans, global networks will never be complete
without ocean observatories and fundamental questions about global structure will
remain unanswered.

• “Active Process” observatories which would be located where solid earth or
oceanographic processes are most active, for example along volcanically and
seismically active geological plate boundaries in the oceanic crust, across major
ocean current systems, or in areas of high biological productivity.
Moored buoy observatories will need to support a wide variety of sensors at the air-

sea interface, in the water-column, and on or below the seafloor.  In some cases, such as
the Ocean Seismic Network (OSN) or the Global Eulerian Observatory (GEO) programs,
sites will need to be occupied indefinitely.  In other cases, process-oriented studies may
be carried out at one site for a few years and then the observing system may be relocated
to a new site.  Where there is a need to study transient events, like submarine volcanic
eruptions, it will be desirable to have observatories that can be rapidly deployed from a
wide variety of ship platforms.  In addition to the observation of natural events, it is
anticipated that the ability to conduct active experiments, such as controlled releases of
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chemicals or tracers into the water column, or manipulations of seafloor communities,
will be a component of observatory science.  Some observatory sites may need to support
only a limited number of different sensor types, while others may be linked to a wide
variety of different instruments with a broad range of power and telemetry requirements.

The type and number of sensors deployed at a moored buoy observatory will dictate
the buoy power and data telemetry budgets.  Table 2.1 summarizes the power
requirements and data acquisition rates for a number of sensors that might be deployed at
a moored buoy observatory.  These estimates reflect the requirements of the present
generation of instruments; we recognize that these requirements are likely to change in
the future. This list of sensors is also not complete; new sensors and experimental
techniques are being developed continually.  However, we believe that we have identified
the sensors that will place the greatest demand on the power generation and telemetry
capabilities of a typical moored buoy observatory.  Finally, it should be noted that not all
of the sensors listed in Table 2.1 will be installed at each observatory node.  Thus buoy
power and data telemetry requirements may vary significantly depending on the specific
application (e.g., Ocean Seismic Network site compared with a mid-ocean ridge
observatory).

Table 2.1 Estimated Sensor Power and Data Requirements
Data Category Average

Power (W)
Acquisition Rate (duty cycle)

Air-Sea Interaction/ Meteorology 2 30 kbytes/day (100%)
Oceanography 2 0.6 Mbytes/day (100%)
Hydroacoustics 5 27 Mbytes - 1 Gbyte/day (2.5-100%)
ATOC Sound Source 50 (2.5% duty cycle)
Seismology 2 18 Mbytes/day (100%)
Seafloor Geodesy 8 (seafloor) +

30 (buoy)
8 Mbytes/day (7% or 12 hrs/week)

Geomagnetism 2 4 kbytes/day (100%)
Still Photographs 0.2 2 Mbytes/day (1 photo. per hour)
Video 15 1.5 Gbytes/day (1 hour per day)
AUV data 150 (recharge) 400 Mbytes/day (100%)

Air-Sea Fluxes The vertical exchange of heat, fresh water, momentum, and gases are
derived from measurements of barometric pressure, relative humidity and air
temperature, long-wave radiation, sea-surface temperature, short-wave radiation, rainfall,
and wind speed and direction.  The sensors for making these measurements are available
and there is considerable experience with their use on ocean buoys.  Total power
requirements are 1-2 W; sample rates are typically 1 sample/minute.

Oceanography Basic oceanographic requirements are for vertical profiles of water
temperature, salinity, and velocity at each observatory site.  The traditional means of
acquiring these data is by installing sensors at intervals on the mooring cable.  Each of
these sensors requires their own power and data telemetry system, and vertical resolution
is limited.  The vertical resolution of water velocity can be improved greatly by
deploying Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers (ADCP) although the current generation of
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ADCPs has limited range (< 1 km).  A total of 10 transmission cycles per day, each 1
minute in duration, would require about 0.7 W/ADCP.  This would result in a data
acquisition rate of ~20 kbytes/day, assuming the data is processed into 5 m bins.

A more attractive approach for collecting these data is to use autonomous profiling
systems, such as the WHOI Moored Profiler.  This device uses a traction drive to propel
itself up and down the mooring wire at a speed of 0.3 m/s.; the power required to move at
this speed is 1-2 W.  The profiler has thus far been fitted with a Conductivity-
Temperature-Depth (CTD) instrument, and a 3-D acoustic-travel-time current meter
(ACM).  The total power load of these sensors is comparable to that of the traction drive
system.  The Moored Profiler is capable of repeatedly profiling the full-ocean-depth
water column along a conventional (i.e. non-conductive) mooring line and resolving
temperature and salinity fields at 1-2 m vertical resolution and the velocity field at ~5 m
resolution.  Prototype profilers have been deployed successfully in the field.  The current
battery capacity of the Moored Profiler would allow 200 transects up or down a 5000 m
long mooring line.  This limitation disappears if the batteries can be recharged via
inductive coupling.  Total quantity of data acquired along a 5000 m profile is ~0.6
Mbytes assuming a sampling rate of 2 Hz, a 16-bit word size, and 1.5:1 data
compression.
Hydroacoustics The SOFAR channel, which is present about 1 km beneath the ocean
surface in the deep ocean at temperate latitudes, is a waveguide that permits the efficient
propagation of acoustic energy over thousands of kilometers.  This efficiency is critical in
two fields of investigation: (i) mapping the locations of earthquakes and volcanic
eruptions by measuring the relative arrivals times of T-phases; and (ii) mapping ocean
temperature by measuring the travel time between an artificial sound source and a set of
receivers (also known as acoustic thermometry).  The ATOC (Acoustic Thermometry of
Ocean Climate) Program is using acoustic thermometry to study the role of the oceans in
climate change.

Single hydrophones floated in the SOFAR channel have been used successfully to
measure T-phase arrival times.  However, the ATOC community typically uses a vertical
array of hydrophones to increase signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and to measure vertical
arrival angle (the latter parameter assists in ray or mode identification).  For the purposes
of this study, we have assumed the deployment of a 32-element hydrophone array.  A
receiver sampling frequency of 300 Hz is appropriate given the center frequency of the
ATOC sound source (75 Hz) and the high frequency content of T-phases (10s of Hz).
Assuming a 16-bit word, and a 1.5:1 compression factor, this would result in a data
acquisition rate of 12.5 kbyte/s or ~1 Gbyte/day.  This is a very high data rate, and it may
not be possible to telemeter all of the data to shore (see Section 4).  However, it may not
be necessary to telemeter all the data in real time.  The ATOC experimental technique is
based on discrete rather than continuous transmissions.  Obviously, transmission times
are known, and reception times can be predicted with high accuracy.  A 2.5% duty cycle
implies 36 minutes of transmission per day.  The total amount of data acquired during
this interval would be ~27 Mbytes.  (An alternative transmission schedule might be eight
transmissions every other day, each transmission having a duration of 20 minutes.  The
total amount of received data would then be ~60 Mbytes/day.)  Consequently, all of the
data from an appropriate time window could be telemetered ashore.  Indeed, on-board
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processing can reduce the raw ATOC data to a few hundred numbers per transmission.
For T-phase studies, either one hydrophone element or the vertically-summed output
from all of the elements might be telemetered ashore, resulting in a data telemetry load of
~33 Mbytes/day.  Further reduction in the telemetry load might be achievable by using an
event-detection algorithm, although the emergent nature of T-phases makes this a non-
trivial task.  Of course, trigger events can be identified ashore using SOSUS or seismic
data and duplex connections to the buoy can extract the appropriate time segments from
disk. The power requirements to digitize all 32 hydrophone channels is modest, 5 W or
less.
ATOC Sound Source The current 75 Hz ATOC sound source uses 2 kW of power when
active.  A 2.5% duty-cycle (36 minutes per day) results in an average power load of 50 W
at the source.
Seismology A 4 channel (3 channels of ground motion and 1 channel of pressure)
broadband seismograph consumes about 1.5 W.  Assuming a sampling rate of 40
samples/s, a 4 byte word, and 3:1 compression results in 213 bytes/s or 18 Mbytes/day.
Geodesy Spiess and co-workers have demonstrated that absolute measurements of
seafloor horizontal motions and deformation can be determined directly by underwater
acoustic ranging to 3-4 seafloor transponders from a platform with known position (from
GPS).  The seafloor transponders are positioned in an approximate circle of radius equal
to the water depth centered about the surface transponder.  The errors in absolute position
are in the ±5 cm range.  To date, measurements have been made from a ship, but the
possibility of a buoy-based system has been discussed.  The combined acoustic
ranging/GPS technique requires that the surface transponder be roughly centered over the
array of bottom transponders.  Hence, the technique would favor the use of a three-point
mooring.  (However, at the cost of more limited integration times, the method could be
adapted for use with a single-point mooring.)  The technique requires either three GPS
receivers or a single three-antenna receiver.  Power consumption of the current
generation of high-precision transponders is 2-3 W.  Current-generation, geodetic-quality
GPS receivers that generate L1 and L2 range and phase data draw 10 W (Trimble) to 20
W (TurboRogue).  Although, multi-antenna receivers are coming on the market, the
current procedure is to use three GPS receivers working off a common frequency
standard.  GPS data are recorded at 1 s intervals, and compressed data rates are 1.5
Mbytes/hour/receiver.  The acoustic ranging component generates 4 travel
times/interrogation, i.e. < 16 bytes/minute, assuming an interrogation rate of once per
minute.  Each estimate of the positions of the bottom transponder positions requires many
hours of continuous GPS data.  Assuming 12 hours of continuous operation once per
week, the data telemetry load would be 54 Mbytes per week, or ~8 Mbytes/day.
Geomagnetism Requirements for geomagnetic studies are for measurements of (i) the
earth’s magnetic field strength in the X, Y, and Z coordinates, (ii) the total field strength,
and (iii) declination and inclination absolute directions.  Tilt measurements are also
required to provide a local vertical reference.  Measurements of field strength are
straightforward, but absolute direction measurements with the required accuracy of 30”
(D) and 15” (I) are a major challenge.  A promising approach to measuring the
instantaneous absolute direction of the magnetic field vector uses a combination of a
north-seeking gyroscope and a declination-inclination flux sensor.  However, this system
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has not yet been developed.  An alternative method is to determine absolute direction by
acoustic means (see section on seafloor geodesy).

We assume a total power load of 2 W for the vector (~0.25 W per component) and
scalar magnetometers (1 W continuous but 0.01 W average when duty-cycled at a
sampling interval of 2.5 minutes), flux sensors, and a tilt sensor.  The power requirements
of the gyroscope are not known, but are estimated to be ~10 W.  The gyroscope would be
powered for 0.5 hour per week only, implying an average power budget of 0.06 W.

Data acquisition rates for geomagnetism are modest.  Assuming a sample interval of 5
minutes, 16 bit word length, 7 channels (XYZ magnetic, total field, declination and
inclination directions, and tilt), results in an acquisition rate of  ~4 kbytes/day.
Still and Video Imagery A variety of studies might require photographs of seafloor
features such as a hydrothermal vent chimney, mud diapirs, or biological communities
associated with hydrothermal vents.  Digital still cameras available today consume about
~10 W (Benthos).  Of course, the scene to be photographed must be illuminated and a
strobe light source is very power hungry.  The Benthos strobe light draws 24 W and takes
about 30 s to charge.  One photograph per hour results in a duty cycled load of about 0.2
W.  Image size is ~0.08 Mbytes, assuming 750x750 pixels per image, 24 bit color, and a
compression ratio of 20:1.  One image per hour would result in a total telemetry load of
~2 Mbytes per day.

As for still photography, the light source needed for video imagery requires the bulk
of the power.  The power load of the lighting system is strongly dependent upon the
required depth of field, area to be imaged, target distance, etc.  Existing deep sea lights
can draw hundreds of watts per bulb.  Video cameras draw 10-50 W.  We assume a 350
W load for the camera and lighting system and 1 hour of video per day, resulting in a
duty-cycled power load of ~15 W.  The data acquisition rate would then be 750 x 500 x 3
bytes/pixel at 30 frames/s x 3600 s/hour x 1 hour/day.  We assume 100:1 compression,
resulting in a data telemetry load of 1.7 Gbytes/day.
Autonomous Underwater Vehicle (AUV) Operations The following power estimates are
appropriate for a vehicle equivalent to the MIT Odyssey AUV.  Total power requirements
are as follows: 130 W for propulsion (3 knots or 5 km/hr), 5-100 W for sensor payload,
and 20 W for the hotel load resulting in a total power requirement of 155–250 W.  The
low-power sensor payload is appropriate for a set of sensors that measure water column
properties only, while the upper estimate is for sidescan sonar/sub-bottom profiler
instrumentation.  The energy capacity of the onboard battery is estimated to be 3300 W-
hours with one sphere of silver-zinc batteries; future vehicles might have twice the
capacity for the same form-factor vehicle.  Assuming a 3300 W-hr battery pack, a 75%
battery discharge depth, and the above power loads, mission durations would be 10-16
hours.

The AUV batteries might be recharged by inductive coupling or by direct electrical
connection.  Maximum demonstrated underwater power transfer via inductive coupling is
200 W-hr/hr.  Assuming the inductive-coupling and battery-recharge processes have
efficiencies of 50% and 80%, respectively, the nominal time to recharge a 3300 W-hr
battery with a 75% depth of discharge would be 31 hrs.  (The recharge time for a direct
electrical connection is ~24 hours for silver-zinc batteries but might be as little as a
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couple of hours for a battery with a different chemistry.  Thus, the AUV duty cycle might
be as high as 90%.)  For battery recharge via inductive coupling, the duty cycle would be
about ~25-35%, and the average power required from the mooring would be 130-150 W.

Data acquisition rates for an AUV mission will vary with sensor payload, and are
about 1 Mbyte/km for a set of water-column sensors to about 140 Mbytes/km for the
sidescan sonar/sub-bottom profiler instrumentation suite.  Assuming a vehicle speed of 3
knots (5 km/hr), this results in 80 – 7,500 Mbytes per mission, i.e. 41-4,400 Mbytes/day.

3.0 Design Goals
We have considered a range of specifications and designs in this report, and will

attempt to describe the tradeoffs in cost and performance for these different systems.  The
design goals are summarized in Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 DEOS Design Goals
Satellite Data Telemetry High-Bandwidth: > 500 Mbytes/day

Low-Bandwidth: < 5 Mbytes/day
Power to the Seafloor 0 or 500 W
Design Life 10 years
Service Interval 1 year
Refurbishment Interval 3-4 years
Depth up to 6000 m
Environmental Survive 50-year storm
Operational <10°/s in pitch, roll and yaw rates

The most important specifications driving buoy design decisions are the telemetry
rate that the buoy system will support for communication to shore, the associated power
requirements of this telemetry system, and the amount of power delivered to the seafloor.   
The buoy system can rely on solar panels and batteries if total power requirements are no
more than 50-100W.  If total system power requirements exceed 50-100W then diesel
generators or other power generating systems are required on the buoy.

At present, compact, low-power satellite communication systems that can be powered
entirely by solar cells and batteries are limited to modest data rates (e.g., 2.4 kbps for
Inmarsat M; 64 kbps for Inmarsat B).  The high tariffs for these systems (currently
$3/min for Inmarsat M and $7/min for Inmarsat B) will limit data transmission to at most
5-10 Mbytes/day.  As described in Section 4 the only cost-effective alternative for
continuous, high-bandwidth communication (64-128 kbps or higher) currently available
is a C-Band satellite system.  However, the power requirements for the operation of these
systems is in the kW range and requires a buoy equipped with diesel generators.  Thus,
the size and payload capacity of the buoy is strongly dependent on the telemetry rate
specified for the system.  We have specified two different telemetry rates in Table 3.1 to
examine the design thresholds and cost tradeoffs for systems with different capabilities: a
High-Bandwidth option designed to transmit at least 500 Mbytes/day and a Low-
Bandwidth option (no power to the seafloor) which will be limited to transmitting 5
Mbytes of data per day or less (the cost of other medium-band options were also
investigated and are summarized in Appendix E).
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Another important design criterion is the amount of power delivered to the seafloor.
As illustrated in Table 2.1 the power requirements of most observatory sensors are quite
modest (typically just a few watts), although a few items (e.g. an ATOC sound source,
geodesy, or AUV) have significantly higher power needs.  A buoy equipped with diesel
generators to support high-bandwidth telemetry to shore, and capable of producing
several kW of power, can easily meet all anticipated sensor power requirements.  In this
study we have assumed that these high-bandwidth systems deliver ~500 W of power to a
seafloor junction box.  A solar powered buoy can deliver at most a few 10s of W to a
seafloor junction box [3].  Although this figure is small, it is enough power to meet all
meteorological, oceanographic, seismic, and geomagnetic sensor power demands, and
depending on duty cycle, support limited still photography/video.  However, with a solar-
powered buoy only a small fraction of the data collected by these sensors could be
telemetered to shore (a few Mbytes/day) using the low-power satellite telemetry systems
available today.  For these low data rates, acoustic telemetry between sensors on the
seafloor, or on the mooring, and the surface buoy is a cost-effective alternative to an
electro-optic cable.  For the low bandwidth systems we have, therefore, assumed that no
power is supplied to the seafloor and the instruments provide their own power using
internal batteries.  Acoustic modems on each instrument package telemetry data to the
surface buoy.

Other design goals include a 1-year service interval, a ten-year design life and an
ability to survive a 50-year storm in the deployment area.  The buoy systems should be
deployable in water depths of up to 6000 m.  We initially assumed that buoy motions
should be <10°/s in pitch, roll and yaw rates a majority of the time to operate satellite
telemetry dish antennas; this specification is reexamined in Section 10.3.

4.0 Satellite Communications Systems
Two different types of communications systems have been investigated:

•  The Low-Bandwidth design uses acoustic modems to connect instruments on the
seafloor (or in the water column) to the surface buoy which uses a conventional
mooring.  No power is delivered to the seafloor and solar panels (with batteries)
are used to power a low-bandwidth satellite telemetry system on the buoy.

•  The High-Bandwidth design uses an electro-optical cable to provide power and
communications to a seafloor junction box, and in one design to moor the buoy.
Diesel power generation equipment on the buoy provides power to run the high-
bandwidth satellite communication system, and to operate instruments  on the
seafloor or on the mooring.

In this section we briefly describe the satellite communication systems for these two
designs, and their capabilities and operational requirements.  Note that the telemetry rates
discussed below are average rates over the course of a day and do not include data
compression.

The communication rates supported by some current satellite systems are shown in
Table 4.1. There are, in addition to the global systems listed in Table 4.1, a number of
regional satellite systems that might be utilized in some areas of the oceans, particularly
those close to shore.  As can be seen, the only global systems that are now in operation
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Figure 4.1 Typical Inmarsat B
radome for a marine unit

that provide the high bandwidth needed for continuous data transmission are Inmarsat B
and VSAT (Very Small Aperture Terminal including C-band and Ku-band).  A limitation
of these two systems is that they require a large gyro-stabilized antenna system on the
buoy be pointed with an accuracy of a fraction of a degree, resulting in a substantial
power penalty.  Such a system could be mounted on either a discus or spar buoy.

Table 4.1 - Global Communications Satellite Specifications
SYSTEM INMARSAT

B*
INMARSAT

M*
ORBCOMM GLOBALSTAR VSAT (C-

BAND)
Service
types

Voice, Fax,
Data

Voice, Fax,
Data

Messaging Voice, fax, data Data

Data Rate 64 kbps 2.4 kbps † 2.4 kbps 9.6 kbps 19.2 kbps -
2 Mbps

Tariff $7/min $3/min $10/Kbyte †† ~$1.50-3.00/min
†††

$5K/month/12
8 kbps††††

Tariff $15/Mbyte  $167/Mbyte $10000/Mbyte $20-40/Mbyte $0.015/Mbyte
Service
scheduled

In service In service In service In limited service In Service

* Tariff would likely be lower for continuous service – presently meant to serve as a dialup resource.
† Operates at 64 kbps in some areas with fixed antenna
††  heavily discounted volume service rates may be negotiated
††† Service in oceanic areas will be limited as there must be a gateway within the footprint of a single
LEO satellite.
†††† Obtained by leasing segments from providers such as INTELSAT, PANAMSAT,and Palapa C1.
The segment can be time-multiplexed between buoys to reduce overall costs.

4.1 Low-Bandwidth Telemetry Option (<5 Mbytes/day) - Inmarsat B offers on-demand
(‘dial-up’) data service of 64 kbps.  An Inmarsat B telemetry link can deliver nearly 7
Mbytes of data per day at a cost of about $100.  This data rate is consistent with the
capabilities of an acoustic buoy-to-seafloor link operating at about 10% duty cycle.
Illustrated in Figure 4.1 is the ‘radome’ of a typical marine unit with a diameter of 1.4 m
and weighing 90 kg.  Newer models with 1.0 m radomes weighing about 40 kg are

available.  The Inmarsat B hardware is relatively
high power (~80-200 watts in receive mode and
~150-300 watts when transmitting); however,
since the system only needs to operate for about
15 minutes at 64 kbps to transfer 5 Mbytes, its
total power consumption is well within the
capabilities of a solar powered system.
Commercial units are available for $25-50K.
[Note: High speed (64 kbps) Inmarsat M-4 is
available in most areas of the Northern
Hemisphere, but pointing antennas suitable for
use on buoys are not presently available.  If they
become available in the near term, Inmarsat M-4
would be a lower power, somewhat less
expensive option than Inmarsat B for some
proposed observatory locations.]
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Orbcomm and Inmarsat M are capable of providing worldwide, 2-way
communications at reasonable cost for very low data rate applications.  Orbcomm has the
advantage of very inexpensive hardware and an omnidirectional antenna.  Inmarsat M
uses a small pointing dish antenna.  Both operate at 2400 bps using modest power (15-50
watt in transmit mode).  One of these two systems will be used as the back-up/command
link for the primary telemetry system.  Orbcomm is probably the system of choice for the
back-up link because it is the lowest power and least active (in terms of antenna pointing)
of the two.

The main advantage of the Low-Bandwidth option is that the telemetry system is less
complicated, less power intensive, and less expensive than higher bandwidth systems.
This advantage could result in more reliable and easier to maintain systems for locations
that have very modest telemetry requirements.
4.2 High-Bandwidth Telemetry Option (>500 Mbytes/day) - Once the data volume
exceeds about 5 Mbytes/day, the most cost-effective telemetry system available today is a
VSAT C-Band system.  No other telemetry option can provide this data throughput at a
reasonable cost.  For example, a requirement of 50 Mbytes/day can be met with a VSAT
system operating on an 8% duty cycle (assuming a 64 kbps channel); continuous
operation would provide 650 Mbytes/day.  The infrastructure requirements on the buoy to
operate a VSAT system are independent of duty-cycle, except for the fuel requirements
that may affect overall buoy size significantly.  In Table 4.2 potential satellites and their
beam power for candidate buoy deployment sites are shown.

 Table 4.2 Satellite Telemetry Coverage for Potential Observatory  Sites
Site Name Latitude Longitude

East
Possible Satellite EIRP

dbW
MOMAR 37.5 327.75 INTELSAT 601 Global 26.5
EPR 9°N  9.0 260.0 PANAMSAT 5 37
Izu-Bonin (Marianas) -15.0 150.0 PANAMSAT 8 34
Peru Basin OSN -23.0 270.0 INTELSAT 706 Hemi 33
NERO OSN -15.0 90.0 INTELSAT 704 Hemi 33
Equatorial Pacific OSN 10.0 235.0 INTELSAT 706 Hemi 33
North Atlantic OSN 51.0 323.0 Atlantic Bird-1 KU† ?
Southeast Indian OSN -51.0 132.0 Palapa C1 32

† scheduled for 2001 launch EIRP=Effective Isotropic Radiated Power

A VSAT system requires a tracking antenna.  The principal design requirement for
this application is that the system be able to track a satellite to within a fraction of a
degree during buoy motions induced by operational sea states.  Once the sea states are
outside this range, the antenna pointing system is no longer operational.  In fact, at some
sea state it may be necessary to “lock-down” the antenna pointing system to prevent
damage.  Another factor that will cause drop-outs in the link will be green water over the
radome or very heavy spray.

Several commercial antenna systems designed primarily for shipboard use are
available.  For C-Band, the radome size will typically be 2.4 m to 3.5 m diameter and
weigh approximately 400 kg.  There is a trade-off between antenna size, data rate, and
required RF transmit power that needs to be studied in more detail.  Illustrated in Figure
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4.2 is a unit built by Harris Electronics Systems for a discus buoy.  Harris engineers have
estimated that a larger, less robust unit capable of tracking under operational sea
conditions of a spar buoy would be characterized by the following:

•  128 kbps using a 500 W RF amplifier; up to 512 kbps using a 1700 W amplifier
•  Input power for complete system approximately 2 kW
•  2.4 m diameter antenna weighing 400 kg
•  Estimated ‘turn-key’ cost approx. $150K

The recurring operational cost of
the primary communications channel
will depend upon the deployment
site, the satellite used, and, of course,
the data rate.  Tariff rates have been
trending downwards as competition
increases both among satellite
carriers and terrestrial carriers.  As
an example of today’s tariffs, a 19.2
kbps circuit with Internet connection
costs about $500 per month.  That
rate is available as the provider
arranges for sharing of a much larger
bandwidth circuit.  We estimate a
typical tariff for a 128 kbps circuit
using today’s rates to be about $5000
per month.  By implementing a
bandwidth on demand or DAMA
network, this bandwidth could be
shared between several buoys.
4.3. Future Satellite Systems - New
satellite telemetry systems that may
become available within the next
decade could have a significant
impact on the ocean observatory
alternatives discussed in this report.
These systems promise to deliver

uplink rates anywhere from 56 kbps to 20 Mbps using small, inexpensive remote
terminals, with even higher data rates in the downlink direction.  Potential systems
include AOL/Hughes Direct PC, MSN/Gilat, iSky, AOL/Hughes Spaceway, Astrolink
and Teledesic [4].  They promise to deliver these data rates at costs that are negligible in
the ocean observatory context.  The uncertainty in these rosy predictions, however, lies in
the availability of these services over the oceans.  While the satellites themselves
generally cover the globe, newer GEO and LEO systems utilize spot beams to focus their
resources on the major customer areas (continents).  These spot beams are what make the
use of small, low power transceivers operating at high rates possible.  Whether the use of
spot beams for data telemetry is compatible with the locations of ocean observatories in

Figure 4.2 Harris Electronics Systems C-Band
Communication System
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remote parts of the globe is unclear at this time.  It may be useful to contact the future
data telemetry providers to investigate the technical and financial feasibility of
negotiating spot beam coverage specifically for the proposed observatory locations.

5.0 Power Generation
The power requirements for the two different types of proposed buoys lead to very

different designs.  An important power design threshold exists at about 50-100W;
systems requiring less than 50-100W can utilize solar panels with battery storage and
back-up while systems requiring >50-100W will require diesel generators or other power
generating systems on the buoy.  A buoy-based observatory that is required to provide
more than 20-30W of power to the seafloor, or operate a high-bandwidth satellite
communication system on the buoy, cannot utilize only solar power.
5.1 Low-Bandwidth System: No Power to the Seafloor – Table 5.1 summarizes the power
requirements for an acoustically-linked, Low-Bandwidth buoy system equipped with
Orbcomm and Inmarsat B satellite telemetry systems.  Averaged over a 24 hour period,
the total power requirement for this option is ~12 W (assuming no power is supplied to
instruments in the water column or on the seafloor).

Table 5.1  Power Consumption for Acoustically-Linked, Low-Bandwidth System
Load Power

Consumption (W)
Duty Cycle Average Power

over 24 hrs
Orbcomm Receive:  0.5 W

Transmit:  13 W
4%
2%

0.5 W
0.5 W

Inmarsat B Receive:  80 W
Transmit:  150 W

2%
2%

1.7 W
3.1 W

PC-104 controller w/disk 15 W 10% 1.5 W
Backup controller 0.1W 100% 0.1 W
Met sensors 2.0 W 100% 2.0 W
GPS units (3) 30.0 W 7% (12 hr/wk) 2.1 W
Acoustic modem Receive:  0.1 W

Transmit:  10 W
100%
1%

0.1 W
0.1 W

Total Power Requirement 11.7 W

The total available solar insolation for the worst average month for several candidate
buoy deployment sites is shown in Table 5.2.  This is the sun’s available solar radiation
reaching the Earth’s surface.  The efficiency of the power system required to convert the
solar radiation to electrical power, store it, and deliver it to the electrical systems of the
buoy has been estimated at 4.3%.  Using this figure, the required solar panel area per
kilowatt of delivered buoy power at the different sites is shown.  Note that this is the area
required provided the panel is perpendicular to the sun’s rays and does not take into
account losses due to buoy motion.

The solar energy potential at these various sites ranges from 27.9 W/m2 to 197.1
W/m2.  To supply 11.7 W of average power, or 281 W/day, an unshaded solar panel array
of 1.4 to 10.1 m2 will be needed.  Each 110 W panel on the surface buoy is 0.87 m2,
suggesting the need for 2-4 unshaded panels for mid-to-low latitude sites.  A design with
9 panels (several of which may be shaded at some times of the day) will be sufficient at
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these sites.  The solar system will use 4, 12-volt lead acid batteries to store the energy
generated by the panels.  These 225 Ah batteries will provide about 20 days energy at
50% depth of discharge.  At high latitude sites, the solar array will be adequate for at
least 6-months per year.  An alkaline D cell pack to provide 11.7 W continuously for the
other 6-months requires about 3000 cells (1000 pounds) and costs about $4500. This
battery will be more than adequate to meet the system power requirements when the solar
array is not providing full power.

5.2. High-Bandwidth Systems: Power to the Seafloor – Table 5.3 summarizes the power
requirements for a cabled, high-bandwidth buoy system delivering 500 W of power to the
seafloor.  In these estimates, we have allowed 250 watts for air moving equipment (fans)
principally associated with the diesel generators.  We have also allowed 1000 watts for
environmental control of the buoy electronics including the data acquisition computers
and the communications system.  For the generator, we have estimated the power
required for lubricating and diesel fuel oil filters and cooling pumps.

Table 5.2 Solar Energy Potential for Candidate Observatory Sites
SITE Lat Long SOLAR INSOLATION

(Worst Av. Month)
REQUIRED

SIZE (11.7W)
East kWhr/day/m2 w/hr/m2 m2

MOMAR 37.5 327 2.25 93.8 3.0
EPR 9°N 9 260 4.23 176.3 1.6
Izu-Bonin (Marianas) -15 150 4.73 197.1 1.4
Peru Basin OSN -23 270 3.55 147.9 1.9
NERO OSN -15 90 4.38 182.5 1.5
Equatorial Pacific OSN 10 235 4.11 171.3 1.6
North Atlantic OSN 51 323 0.67 27.9 10.1
Southeast Indian OSN -51 132 0.71 29.6 9.5

Notes
Efficiency of Solar Panel 10% Basic performance of solar cells
Pointing Efficiency 66% Estimates losses due to buoy motion
Panel Degradation 85% Estimates losses due to panel deterioration
Efficiency of battery charger 90% DC/DC power conversion
Efficiency of Batteries 85% estimates discharge-charge losses & battery degradation
Overall Efficiency 4.3%

From this analysis we conclude that a buoy design which supplies 500 W to the
seafloor and telemeters ~500 Mbytes of data per day will require on the order of 5100 W
of power on a continuous basis.  To provide this power the buoy would be fitted with
diesel generators.  The average power is calculated on the basis of operating the
generators ~8 hours per day.  While operating diesels on an intermittent basis reduces
their long-term reliability to some degree, it will allow for long periods of acoustic
silence which may be important in some applications where very low level acoustic
signals are being measured (e.g. acoustic tomography).

In general, diesels operate most reliably when run continuously under constant load
and temperature conditions.  The U. S. Coast Guard operates its large navigational buoys
with diesel power, and the continuous operation of diesel generators on these buoys for
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periods of at least 3 to 6 months is well-documented [5].  What is required is a constant
supply of clean fuel and lube oil.  The typical requirement of industrial or marine diesel
generators with integral lube oil sumps (typically a few gallons) is a service interval of
250 hours.  The service usually consists only of changing the lube oil and changing fuel
and oil filters.  Given the size of typical integral lube oil sumps, this corresponds to about
720 hours per liter of lube oil.  At least one manufacturer markets a fixed, air-cooled
system designed for a 2190-hour service interval with an external 65-liter sump.  Clearly
a system could be designed for extended periods by providing the generator with
adequate filtering and lube oil supply.  Whether this could be extended to an 8760-hour
service period (1 year) needs to be determined in consultation with manufacturers.
Another trade-off that needs to be studied is that between air-cooling and water-cooling
the generator.  Air cooling is the simplest design except that it requires an air flow rate of
0.13 m3/s (10 kW generator) to 2 m3/s (30 kW generator) thus requiring sizable
penetrations through the sides of the buoy.  Water cooling, in contrast, could be effected
with a “keel-cooler’ in thermal contact with the ocean with no buoy penetrations. A pair
of 10 kW diesel generators (one acting as a back-up) on the buoy could provide the
necessary power.  Operating at 60% load, such a generator would consume
approximately 50 liters of diesel fuel per day or 18,250 liters/year.

Table 5.3 Power Consumption for Cabled, High-Bandwidth Buoy System
Load Power Consumption

(W)
Duty cycle Average Power over 24

hrs
Sea Floor 500 100% 500
Cable 50 100% 50
Power Converter 55 100% 55
Data Acq 100 100% 100
Data Archive 100 100% 100
C&C Computer 25 100% 25
Satellite Antenna 750 100% 750
Satellite Transmitter 750 100% 750
Satellite Modem 500 100% 500
ORBCOMM system 10 4% 0.4
W-LAN 10 1% 0.1
Met Pack 10 100% 10
Video Camera 25 2% 0.5
Security systems 10 100% 10
Nav Lights 25 50% 12.5
Bilge Pumps 100 1% 1
Vent Fan 250 33% 82.5
Safety Lights 50 1% 0.5
Electronics Rack Cooler 1000 100% 1000
Fuel Circulation Pumps 400 33% 132
Coalescer Pumps 400 33% 132
Lube Pumps 400 33% 132
Generator Control 25 33% 8.2
Water Pump 400 33% 132
Total 5100 W
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If, on the other hand, the generator ran part of the time during which it provided the 6
kW needed to run the buoy system plus the power to charge a bank of batteries, a
significantly larger generator would be required.  For example if the generator operated
only 8 hours per day, approximately 24 kW would be needed, 6 kW to run the buoy and
18 kW to charge the batteries.  A 30 kW generator operating at 80% load could provide
this while consuming fuel at approximately the same daily rate as the smaller unit, run
continuously.  The battery bank required would be approximately 40 size 8D batteries
with a total weight of nearly 3,000 kg.

6.0 Instrument-to-Buoy Telemetry, Power Transmission, and
Instrument Interface

There are two basic options for transmitting data from observatory instrumentation to
a surface buoy.  For low data rates, the buoy can be acoustically linked to an array of
instruments located within a few kilometers of the mooring, each equipped with its own
acoustic modem.  For higher telemetry rates, data must be sent via cable, either coaxial or
optical fiber, from a seafloor junction box connected to various observatory sensors to the
surface buoy.  Power can also be supplied to the seafloor junction box via this cable.  For
an acoustically-linked observatory, instrument power is provided by batteries in each
instrument package and there is no need for a junction box.  In this section the technical
requirements and capabilities of these systems are described.
6.1 Low-Bandwidth System

6.1.1 Acoustic Telemetry   An acoustically-linked, low-bandwidth observatory system
will consist of a surface buoy, a mooring, and an array of instruments located within a
few km of the mooring, each equipped with an acoustic modem.  Instruments on the
mooring and on the seafloor will be deployed with internal batteries and serviced in the
traditional manner.  An ROV will not be required to install or service the instrumentation
(although an ROV might be desirable for some applications to accurately locate sensors
on the seafloor).  Using acoustic modems, a data management computer in the buoy will
request data from remote instruments on the mooring and on the bottom on a
programmable schedule.  Each seafloor instrument in the low bandwidth buoy system
will be responsible for data packet timing, data compression, data storage, and for
providing a protocol for extracting specific time windows of data.

The buoy modem will forward the incoming data to a PC-104 buoy controller, which
will be equipped with a large hard disk capable of storing at least one year of data from
all instruments.  The controller will also collect (and compress) data from instruments on
the buoy and will telemeter these data daily via the satellite link.  The daily telemetry
message will take about 15 minutes to send via Inmarsat B, assuming that the telemetry
efficiency is about 67%. [Note: all telemetry, RF and acoustic, has been assumed to
operate at 67% bandwidth efficiency to account for overhead, retransmissions, etc.].

A recent field test has been carried out to confirm the feasibility of using acoustic
telemetry for the primary data link between the seafloor and a surface buoy. A short
paper describing this work is included in this report in Appendix B.  This paper also
summarizes results of work done by Japanese and French investigators that support the
conclusion that reliable, high-speed acoustic telemetry is practical from the deep ocean.
Briefly, an acoustic modem of the WHOI design was suspended at 3000 m depth from a
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research vessel offshore of Monterey Bay.  The modem was equipped with a transducer
with a center frequency of 15 kHz, a beam width of 60 degrees and output power of 7.5
W.  Three different receive arrays were suspended a few meters below the ship and they
each recorded the signals received from the deep modem.  The modem transmitted
signals using a variety of modulations at up to 15,000 bps.  Post processing of the
received signals confirmed that the signal to noise ratio was more than adequate for
demodulation at rates in excess of 10 kbps, even after taking into account the additional
attenuation that would be present in a 6000 m path.  Real time processing of the
transmitted signals is within the capabilities of the existing WHOI modem for the vertical
acoustic channel [6].
The acoustic link parameters in the acoustically-linked observatory are:

•  Instrument modems will transmit at 10 kbps at 10 W.
•  The raw acoustic data will be coded for error correction, resulting in a net data rate

of 6700 bps.
•  Bandwidth efficiency will be about 67%, which will reduce the effective data

throughput to about 4500 bps.
•  A single modem set up to transmit 5 Mbytes/day to the surface, at an effective rate

of 4500 bps, will require about 150 minutes/day and about 25 Wh/day of power.
This daily power drain will require about 600 alkaline D cells per year. These
batteries will be housed in 3 or 4, 43 cm glass balls.

6.2 High-Bandwidth Systems
6.2.1 Cable Telemetry   To meet the requirement for data throughput from the

seafloor of greater than 50 Mbytes/day the high-bandwidth buoy systems will be
equipped with an electromechanical cable.  Although it is feasible to employ a coaxial
E/M cable carrying power as well as analog telemetry signals, the simplest and most cost-
effective approach is to use a electro-optic cable with commercially available network
hardware in the junction box and on the buoy.  Network devices such as routers, Ethernet
switches and fiber optic transceivers similar to the boxes that make up most campus
computer networks are well designed, inexpensive and very reliable.  A telemetry system
built around network equipment would have the added advantage of extending Internet
protocols down to the science ports.

6.2.2 Power Delivery to the Seafloor The electro-optic cable of the high-bandwidth
buoys will deliver up to 500W of electrical power to a seafloor junction box.  The power
transmission system required to deliver 500W over a distance of 8000m (6000 m vertical
and 2000 m horizontal) will run at a voltage between 300V and 500V assuming
conductors with DC resistance equivalent to #10 AWG copper wires.  DC power is
preferable to AC in this voltage range since low cost DC/DC converters are readily
available and AC power transformers generate acoustic noise.  The system will consist of
a DC/DC converter on the buoy converting the main battery output voltage up to the
appropriate cable transmission voltage.  At the seafloor junction box, the cable voltage is
converted down to the 48V system bus voltage for junction box system power and
distribution to the science connectors.  Appropriate system protection will be provided by
fuses and circuit breakers.  System status parameters such as voltages, currents, power
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component temperatures, leak and ground fault status will be measured and telemetered
back to shore continuously for remote monitoring.

6.2.3 Instrument Interface The DEOS buoy observatories will share with shore-linked
cabled systems (e.g. NEPTUNE [7]) a common interface to the junction box science
ports (Figure 6.1).  The interface standard will specify both mechanical characteristics of
the junction box and connector ports such as distance between connectors, type of
connector, orientation of locking tabs, and electrical parameters such as connector pin-
outs, voltage, maximum current and communication protocols.

ROV
Mateable FO
Connector

Instrument

Junction Box

Instrument

Instrument
Instrument

Buoy Cable
4 Fibers and 4
Power  Conductors

100m

Buoy Cable
Termination

Buoy
Anchor

2000m

Tether
Cable

ROV Mateable
Electrical
Connectors

Instrument data ports based on network protocols have replaced traditional RS232
serial data ports.  In order to anticipate this transformation, and to maintain compatibility
with the NEPTUNE junction boxes, the science ports will support only Ethernet capable
instruments.  Making the decision to design an Ethernet-based system allows us to take
advantage of the constantly growing array of network hardware and software available
off-the-shelf and eliminates the need for protocol converters and switches.  An added
benefit of IP at the science port is the ability to use existing and emerging sensor
standards. These standards describe methods for embedding within scientific instruments,
conversion factors, calibration data, application software and other information necessary
to interpret sensor data correctly.

For compatibility with NEPTUNE, 48V DC will be provided at each science port
with a maximum power rating of 500W.  This allows any one of the science users access

Figure 6.1 Seafloor cable configuration for moored-buoy ocean observatory
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to all the available power if required.  Forty-eight volts is a telephone standard and as a
result there is a wide variety of communication equipment and power supplies that run at
this voltage.  Also, 48V is high enough to deliver moderate power over long cable runs
without conversion to higher voltage yet low enough to be considered safe for service
personnel.

The DEOS high-bandwidth buoys will require two types of ROV mateable
connectors.  In line with the main electro-optic cable a fiber/electric connector is needed to
allow the junction box to be recovered for servicing without disturbing the mooring.  The
number of vendors of this style of connector for deep ocean use is very small and the
reliability for multiple mate/demate cycles is unknown.  Experience will be required to
prove the reliability of the fiber connectors for our application.

Control
Computer

Power Control
and Monitoring

Interface

High Voltage
Power Converter

Wet-Mateable Connector 4 electric /
4 Fiber Optic To Main Cable

Science Ports 8 Pin Wet-Mate

DEOS Buoy Junction Box

Ethernet
Router/Switch

SNMP

Crosspoint Switch

Time Server

The junction box science ports will use the 8-pin electric-only Ocean Design Nautilus
connectors identical to the ones specified for NEPTUNE and used successfully at H2O.
The Nautilus line of connectors has an excellent reliability record and has proven at H2O
to be convenient to use electrically and mechanically.  However, compatibility of this
connector with high-speed Ethernet signals is unknown and needs to be investigated.

A conceptual design for the junction box is shown in Figure 6.2.  Although many of
the blocks will be backed up by redundant systems, these are not shown for the sake of
simplicity.  This system is designed to operate in two modes, a full power mode for
normal full-capability operation and a low-power restricted capability mode for operation
during periods when full power is not available (loss of generator power for example).

Figure 6.2 Schematic diagram of seafloor observatory junction box
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In the normal operating mode, the voltage converter will provide all the power
required by the junction box electronics and by the science users.  The power control and
monitoring interface will distribute and monitor power among all users under direct
command of the control computer.  The Ethernet Router/Switch handles all the science
data flowing through the junction box concentrating the multiple science port data
streams into one or two fiber data channels to the surface.  A Simple Network
Management Protocol (SNMP) agent running on the router (and possibly on other
devices as well) allows for monitoring and control of basic data routing (and other)
parameters.

In the case of partial power loss, the control computer can shut off all high power
science users and internal junction box devices including the router and its fiber optic
telemetry.  This would leave only essential junction box systems and low-power science
users with power.  The control computer would have its own fiber-based telemetry
system optimized for low power at the expense of high data rate.  The control computer
could continue to monitor power and balance loads versus power available until full
power was restored.  In the case of a momentary total power loss the control computer
would be programmed to come up in a low-power safe mode to keep a high power user
from crowbarring the power bus.

A spare fiber will be reserved for future implementation of a precision time standard
of greater than 1 microsecond accuracy should one be required.  For timing accuracy
requirements on the order of 1ms the network-based Network Time Protocol (NTP) will
be used.  The time server for this system will be a computer located on the buoy which
will use a GPS receiver to maintain its own time base.  The junction box master clock is
synchronized to the buoy server by estimating the time delay of network UDP packets.

7.0 Data Communications and Data Management
There are several fundamental design constraints that need to be addressed for

communications and data management for the two proposed DEOS moored buoy
systems.  The major differences in telemetry bandwidth and power availability
necessitate two independent designs for the Low- and High-Bandwidth systems.  Both
systems must be flexible enough to:

•  allow for command and control of instrument packages
•  provide short term and long term local data storage and archiving
•  allow for prioritization of data transfer through the satellite telemetry to

accommodate limited bandwidth and telemetry outages due to sea state or low
power.

•  accommodate new sensor packages
•  operate a backup telemetry link

The other design criteria are the expected data collection rates for each type of sensor
(see Table 7.1).  The basic data communications model for the DEOS buoys should be a
Local Area Network (LAN).  Based on the current state-of-the-art for networks, each
instrument package that connects to the DEOS LAN will use the TCP/IP protocol to
guarantee data integrity and completeness.  Using the concept of a LAN, the distinction
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of command and control packets from sensor data packets disappears, each packet being
an IP packet destined for a specific address.

Table 7.1 Expected Data Collection Rates
Data Category Data Volume

w/ compression
Yearly data

w/ compression
1 Year Data

Transfer
@1 Mbit/s

Uses Satellite Telemetry for Both Systems
Geomagnetism 4 kbyte 1.5 Mbyte 12 sec
Meteorology 30 kbyte 10.7 Mbyte 86 sec
Seismology

(1 sps)
450 kbyte 160 Mbyte 0.36 hrs

Water Column
Oceanography

614 kbyte 219 Mbyte 0.49 hrs

Uses Satellite Telemetry for High Bandwidth Systems

Still Photography
(hourly)

2 Mbyte 0.7 Gbyte 1.6 hrs

GPS time and
location

4.2 Mbyte 1.6 Gbyte 3.6 hrs

Sea Floor Geodesy 8 Mbyte 2.9 Gbyte 6.6 hrs

Seismology
(40 sps)

18 Mbyte 6.4 Gbyte 14.6 hrs

Hydrophone (1)
300 sps

33 Mbyte 11.8 Gbyte 26.9 hrs

Uses Satellite Telemetry for High Bandwidth Systems
Limited Subsets of Data Only

AUV data 400 Mbyte 142.6 Gbyte 325 hrs

Acoustic hydro.
arrays (2)

1.0 Gbyte 365 Gbyte 830 hrs

Video 1.5 Gbyte 547.5 Gbyte 1246 hrs

7.1 Low-Bandwidth Buoy
Data Telemetry : The low-bandwidth buoy design has 5 Mbyte/day data transfer

between the buoy and the shore at a rate of 64 kbps, and uses acoustic communications
between seafloor instruments and the buoy at a rate of 4.5 kbps (Figure 7.1).  Based on
power and bandwidth limitations, only 100% of the data from the lower bandwidth
sensors shown in Table 2.1 can be telemetered on a daily basis (e.g. geomagnetic,
meteorological, oceanographic, and geodetic instruments).  All of the data from higher
bandwidth sensors (e.g. seismic and acoustic sensors) cannot be sent in near real time,
except for limited time segments.  For example, 6 hours of 40 sps seismic data can be
sent with 4.5 Mbytes and have 500 kbytes available for other data sets.  The specific time
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windows for seismic data would be defined by (1) larger events detected by the Global
Seismic Network, (2) 1 sps data stream (very effective), and (3) event detection.

The communications protocol used for the satellite link will be TCP/IP to allow direct
access to each instrument package from the shore for command and control; however, the
capability for upgrades of firmware and software may be limited because of the low data
rate. The data communications bottlenecks are fundamentally different for the low-
bandwidth buoy than for the high-bandwidth buoy since it will take 150 minutes to
transfer 5 Mbytes from the seafloor to the buoy and 15 minutes to transfer data from the
buoy to the shore.  This disparity in data rates will demand a procedure where once a day,
a short connection over the satellite link to the data management computer on the buoy is
established to send a set of data requests.  Then the data management computer extracts
requested data from the seafloor instruments, storing data locally on the buoy.  Once all
requested data are recovered, the buoy data management computer relinks to the satellite
and transmits the data back to shore.

Data Storage and Retrieval: Given that the expected aggregate rate of data
acquisition for the low-bandwidth system will exceed the available satellite or acoustic
bandwidth, the primary data storage facility will be locally stored in each instrument.
Data can be recovered in any one of three ways.  The highest priority data sets can be
recovered through the satellite telemetry system assuming that the available bandwidth is
adequate.  Data could also be recovered using a radio link to a ship that is within line-of-
sight using a 1 Mbit/s or faster wireless bridge.  For large datasets, the instrument
packages will be retrieved when a ship services the observatory.

Computer and Network System: Starting from the seafloor, each instrument will be an
IP-based device capable of sending data and receiving command and control information
from the buoy or from shore.  Each instrument will be connected via acoustic modem

Figure 7.1  Low-Bandwidth, Acoustically-linked Buoy System
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directly to the buoy  (see Figure 7.1).  Instead of the network hub used in the high-
bandwidth buoy, a point-to-multipoint acoustic communications link will need to be
implemented to service the data telemetry requirements from each seafloor instrument.

The buoy data management computer is connected to shore 15 minutes per day using
the 64 kbps satellite link, and can also connect a nearby ship using a wireless bridge.  On
shore, the data will be received by a data management computer that is isolated from the
public Internet by a firewall.  Data can then be sent immediately over the Internet using
secure protocols to each PI and community data can be available immediately.  The
firewall restricts access to buoy and instrument control.  An archive of all telemetered
data will be maintained at the data management computer located on shore as well as by
each PI.  The buoy data management computer has another important function, to
automatically execute shutdown procedures for control, power generation and telemetry
systems when error conditions are detected and reboot these systems when the error
conditions are cleared.

Timing Systems: No common timing standard can be provided in the Low-Bandwidth
system.  All timing for instruments will have to use the existing technology for
autonomous seafloor systems used today.
7.2 High-Bandwidth and Low-Bandwidth Buoys

Middleware  The core of the DEOS buoy data telemetry and distribution system will
be the software, or more properly, middleware which is used.  The middleware which
will be used on the data management computers located on the buoy, on the shore, and in
the PIs institutions, will have the following capabilities:

•  Receive and process data from all types of instruments
•  Reliably transfer near real-time data over satellite TCP/IP connections
•  Prioritize datasets to be telemetered
•  Optimize the use of available telemetry bandwidth
•  Archive data
•  Recover data from local archives after telemetry outages
•  Allow near real-time wireless data telemetry between buoy and ship concurrently

with near real-time satellite telemetry to shore.
At present, there are commercial software packages which provide these capabilities
which will limit development time and costs for the DEOS buoy systems.
7.3 High-Bandwidth Buoy

Data Telemetry: The high-bandwidth buoy will have nearly continuous 64 kbps data
communications between the buoy and the shore, and a fiber optic connection from the
buoy to a seafloor junction box (Figure 7.2).  The fiber data telemetry link between the
buoy and a seafloor junction box will be of sufficient bandwidth to allow real-time data
communications for all proposed sensors except continuous real time video or
hydroacoustic arrays (which would require local storage on the buoy).  The
communications protocol used for the satellite link will also be TCP/IP to allow direct
access to each instrument package from the shore for command, control, and upgrades of
firmware and software.
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The instrument command and control requirements are straightforward to implement.
However, data management and telemetry are more difficult. The principal data
communication bottleneck will occur across the satellite link between the buoy and the
land installations.  The proposed data link for the high-bandwidth buoy will only allow
for a limited amount of data, 690 Mbytes/day, to be transferred to scientists on shore
assuming full efficiency.  The actual data rate may be as low as 230 Mbytes/day (see
Section 4).  Looking at the expected data rates in Table 2.1, and assuming data
compression factors of 2-3, all data from geomagnetic, meteorological, oceanographic,
geodetic and seismic sensors can be sent in near real-time from the High-Bandwidth buoy
satellite telemetry system.  However, data from higher bandwidth sensors (e.g.
hydroacoustic arrays, video) cannot be sent in near real time, except for limited time
segments.  In the case of acoustic arrays, selected channels could be sent continuously
since the data from each hydrophone will generate only 2.4 kbps of data.  Processed data,
such as selected beams, could also be sent in near real time.  The steady-state real-time
data flow for most sensors will be no more than one third of the total available
bandwidth.  This will permit retransmission of high priority data in situations where high
sea states or satellite communications problems interrupt normal telemetry.  This
requirement also allows for telemetry of event segments from high data rate experiments,
as well as for providing sufficient bandwidth for command and control functions.

Data Storage and Retrieval: The primary data storage unit will be the data
management computer housed on the buoy.  If connectivity between the buoy and an
instrument is lost, seafloor data storage built into the instrument data logger package can
be utilized.  Each instrument will provide any necessary power backup.

Data will be recovered in any one of four ways.  The highest priority data sets will be
recovered through the satellite telemetry system.  Data can also be recovered using a

Figure 7.2  High-Bandwidth, Cable-Linked Buoy System
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radio link to a ship that is within line-of-sight using a 1 Mbit/s or faster wireless bridge.
The third procedure will be to board the buoy during normal maintenance operations and
remove the disks on the data management computer.  For large datasets, this will be the
preferred mode of data retrieval to minimize the time on station for servicing.  Also, to
minimize servicing time, all large datasets must be telemetered from instruments in real
time to the buoy, otherwise it will be too time consuming to upload 1 years worth of data
from the seafloor.  Finally, if communications are lost between the buoy and the seafloor,
the instrument packages with local data storage can be retrieved.

Computer and Network System: Each instrument will be an IP-based device capable
of sending data and receiving command and control information from the buoy or from
shore.  Each instrument will be connected via cable to a network hub located in the
seafloor junction box (see Figure 6.2).  The network hub will communicate with the data
management computer located on the buoy using a fiber optic link.

The buoy data management computer is connected to shore using the 64 kbps satellite
link, and can also connect to a nearby ship using a wireless bridge.  On shore the data are
received by a data management computer that is isolated from the public Internet by a
firewall.  Data can then be immediately sent over the Internet using secure protocols to
each PI and community data can be available immediately.  The firewall restricts access
to buoy and instrument control and is not designed to limit speed of data access.  An
archive of all telemetered data will be maintained at the data management computer
located on shore as well as by each PI.

The buoy data management computer has another important function: to
automatically execute shutdown procedures for control, power generation and telemetry
systems when error conditions are detected and reboot these systems when the error
conditions are cleared.

Timing Systems: Two levels of timing systems will be provided.  A GPS based NTP
server will provide timing accuracy over the network within several milliseconds.  A
separate dedicated timing signal will be provided from the buoy to the junction box to
provide sub-microsecond timing accuracy.

8.0 Mooring Design Issues
A mooring system is typically understood to be any type of cable, chain, rope, or

tether assembly that connects a floating or subsurface buoyant object (ship, buoy,
platform) to an anchoring system fixed on the seafloor.  The floating object will move
with environmental forcing, but the mooring system will constrain the movements to
some area (the watch circle) centered about the anchoring system. Environmental
interactions (e.g. wind and currents) with the mooring can be as important or more
important than with the surface buoy.  Any mooring system must provide compliance or
flexibility to accommodate deformations induced by currents and wind, and by dynamic
forcing with periods ranging from hours (tides) to seconds (wind waves) without over-
tensioning the system components.

This flexibility is typically achieved either through the use of elastically compliant
members such as rubber tethers or long lengths of synthetic rope, or through
geometrically compliant configurations in which the system accommodates deformation
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by changing shape without stretching.  The appropriate amount of compliance in a system
is dependent on the expected environmental conditions at a site and on the static and
dynamic response of the entire system (buoy + mooring) to those conditions.  In spar
buoy mooring systems, for example, the mooring can typically be less compliant because
the buoy effectively isolates the mooring components from most wave-induced
dynamics.

In this design study we have considered both single-point moorings, with a single line
from the buoy to a seafloor anchor, and tri-moors with three separate lines to anchors on
the seafloor.  Single-point or three-point moorings can be used with either discus or spar
buoys, although single-point moorings are more common with discus buoys and tri-
moors with spar buoys.
8.1 Single-Point Mooring Designs

The single-point, discus buoy mooring is attractive because it is relatively
inexpensive and comparatively simple to deploy.  A purely elastically compliant single-
point mooring is shown in Figure 8-1(a).  Taut moorings such as this example have a
scope (ratio of unstretched mooring length to water depth) very close to, or sometimes
even less than, unity.  For fishbite prevention the upper 1000-2000 m of these moorings
are constructed using wire rope.  Below the fishbite depth, nylon, polypropylene, or other
synthetic line is used.  Because the elastic compliance of a taut mooring line is directly
proportional to its length and inversely proportional to its stiffness, these long lengths of
relatively soft material provide a soft spring to accommodate deformations due to wind,
wave and current forcing.

In moorings that must provide a continuous electrical connection from the seafloor to
the surface, long lengths of soft synthetic rope are not presently an option. Synthetic
electromechanical cables are available, but because of the low stretch requirement of the
internal conductors, they have stiffnesses comparable to or not significantly smaller than
wire rope or steel E/M cables.  Elastically compliant electromechanical members have
recently been introduced that use a springy coiled cord inside a rubber stretch hose.
Because these members can only be fabricated in relatively short lengths, however,
introducing adequate length to achieve the desired compliance can lead to significant
expense and complexity in the mooring design.

Overstretching a taut mooring system can lead to very high tensions.  As the tension
in these materials increases, their stiffness increases.  Thus, after a certain amount of
stretch has been exceeded, the tension increases at an increasingly faster rate.  One way

Figure 8.1  Different single point mooring designs (see text for discussion)
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to delay the onset of this condition is to increase the scope of the mooring.  In some cases
it is possible to do this by adding extra line that rests on the sea floor as in Figure 8-1(b).
When line is on the sea floor these systems are geometrically compliant.  They comply
with motions by lifting and lowering mooring material from and to the seafloor.  As
steady state forcing (wind and currents) increase, more and more line is pulled off the
bottom until these systems behave like a taut mooring.  Because the excess mooring
material that is on the sea floor must be resistant to abrasion, heavy chain is typically
used for this portion of the mooring.  As a taut mooring, these systems have very little
elastic compliance and the case in which all of the material is pulled off the bottom at
steady state is very dangerous.  These moorings are often deployed with scopes as high as
two or three to avoid this possibility.  The abrasion of the lower mooring with the bottom
also makes this shape a poor candidate for moorings with electromechanical cables.

A higher scope mooring that avoids abrasion of line on the sea floor is shown in
Figure 8-1(c).  In this type of design the lowest portion of the mooring, which can be
synthetic and/or electromechanical, is lifted off the bottom and held taut by subsurface
flotation (typically glass spheres or syntactic foam floats).  Above the flotation the
mooring is designed with adequate scope so that in most conditions the system will not
be pulled taut and the primary compliance mechanism will be geometric.  For
electromechanical moorings a better version of this design is that shown in Figure 8-1(d)
in which the subsurface flotation is distributed over a longer length of the mooring.
Electromechanical cables are particularly susceptible to bending fatigue failure.  Thus, it
is desirable to minimize sharp bends in the cable, such as those shown just above the
flotation in Figure 8-1(c). This same kind of shape can be achieved with line that is
positively buoyant (such as polypropylene).  Systems like those shown in Figures 8-1(c)
and (d) typically have scopes of 1.05 to 1.25.

Finally, a mooring that uses a combination of buoyant line, subsurface flotation, and
weighted line to achieve a higher scope is shown in Figure 8-1(e).  This type of system is
usually called an inverse catenary, s-tether, or lazy wave mooring.  Depending on the
system requirements, the S portion of the mooring can be near the bottom or near the
surface.  The advantage of this kind of mooring is the high degree of isolation provided to
that portion of the mooring below the S curve.  When the S curve is near the surface and
there is sufficient subsurface flotation, the lower portion of the mooring can be very
resistant to current-induced tilt.  When the S curve is near the bottom, the geometric
compliance of the system is often so successful in isolating wave-induced motions that
line can rest on the sea floor and not be subject to abrasion.  Because of the necessarily
low static tensions in the S curve, there is bending in this portion of the mooring.  Thus,
extra care should be taken when using these configurations in long term deployments
with electromechanical cables.

Single point moorings may be designed with surface buoys of a variety of shapes
including hemispheres, spars, and NOMAD (Navy Oceanographic Meteorological
Automatic Device) or boat-shaped buoys.  We have examined the discus hull in detail in
this report, but the NOMAD hull is a potentially interesting alternative.  The NDBC has
used these buoys for many years in deep water in areas with severe weather.  NDBC
NOMADS are 6 m long, 3 m wide and have about 2 m draft.  They have about 18,000 kg
of buoyancy and weigh about 9,000 kg (including payload and ballast).  They can be
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shipped by road or rail, and they may be more stable in yaw than a discus buoy because
they tend to point into the prevailing seas (and currents).  It would be instructive to model
the NOMAD hull in comparison to the large discus buoy to see if one would perform
better than the other as a satellite telemetry platform.
8.2 Three-Point Mooring Designs

An alternative to the single-point moorings described above is a 3-legged mooring
system, or a “tri-moor”.  Both systems need to be designed to resist the environmental
forces on the buoy and cable, and they must be compliant enough to prevent dynamic
loads from exceeding an allowable tension.  Each leg of the tri-moor system consists of
several components.  The example below represents the mooring leg used in developing
cost estimates for a 6000 m (20,000 ft) water depth mooring for the spar buoy described
in Section 9.1.
Mooring components for a 6,000 m (20,000 ft) Polyester Tri-Moor Leg

• 70 kip (kilopound) Holding Capacity Dead Anchor Weight
• 2" ORQ Chain
• 2.5" Marlow Superline
• 1" Spiral Strand
• 1" ORQ Chain
• 22 kip Buoyancy Submerged Buoy
• 1" Spiral Strand (for shark bite)
• 1" ORQ Chain
• Mooring Line Hardware
• Spar Buoy Chain Stopper

Several variations of this mooring system have been analyzed for this project,
specifically options using steel strand for the lower part of the mooring leg as well as the
upper part.  The polyester mooring is lower cost and easier to install in these water
depths.  Figure 8.2 shows the layout of one of the moorings using steel strand.  The
polyester mooring would have a similar arrangement, although the lower portion would
be straighter.

For the case of the spar mooring, we have chosen to install the mooring by lowering
the clump weight on the mooring lines.  In this case the size of the mooring components
is dictated by the lowering tensions, not the environmental loads.  An alternate
installation method could use a separate steel line for lowering the clump weight anchor.
This would allow using smaller polyester line, however the installation procedures would
become more complicated and could require two installation vessels.  The additional cost
for larger rope is small compared to the potential increase in installation costs.

The submerged (or spring) buoy in the line serves two functions: (1) it allows the
mooring legs to be preinstalled without the surface buoy, and (2) it reduces the vertical
load on the surface buoy.  This latter benefit is important for the spar because it has a
small waterplane area and could experience large draft changes if the vertical mooring
loads changed appreciably.

The tri-moor has several advantages over a single-point mooring system:
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• relatively large horizontal forces can be resisted without a significant increase in
vertical loads (important for the spar, not so important for a discus buoy).

• yaw (rotations about the vertical axis) motions of the buoy are restricted (this is
important for performance of high-bandwidth satellite antennas and to limit
torsional stresses on the electromechanical cable)

• the electromechanical cable can be independent of the mooring system.
• the buoy will remain on station and could continue operating if one mooring line

fails.
• the watch circle is quite limited (5% of water depth).  This has great advantages

for measurements such as geodetic positioning for studies of seafloor motion and
deformation
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The tri-moor maintains a watch circle of about 5% of water depth in the survival
environments.  This allows use of a standard shielded electro-mechanical cable that can
be installed as a catenary between two of the three mooring lines.  A buoy is added to the
electro-optic cable catenary to provide additional compliance for the extreme offsets.
Figure 8.3 shows the deflection of the electro-optic cable under calm water and extreme
offsets for 3000 m (10,000 ft) of water.  The tri-moor design thus allows the
instrumentation and cable system to be independent of the buoy and mooring system.
This could be an important consideration for ocean observatories for the following
reason.  Critical failure modes are most likely to occur in the seafloor instruments,
junction boxes or the instrumentation cable.  If the electro-optic cable fails in a single-leg
mooring system, the entire buoy must be retrieved to replace the cable, or worse if the

Figure 8.2  Mooring configuration  for tri-moored spar buoy
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cable parts, the entire buoy will drift away.  If the electro-optic cable fails in a tri-moor
system a regularly equipped UNOLS vessel or other vessel of opportunity may replace it.

A major drawback of a tri-moor system is that it is more difficult to deploy than a
single-point mooring and cannot be deployed by even the largest vessels presently in the
UNOLS fleet.  A specialized, chartered workboat will be required to deploy or replace a
tri-moor (see Section 11).  The component costs of a tri-moor itself are also more
expensive than a single-point mooring system (Section 12).  Overall, the additional
complexity and cost of a tri-moor will need to be weighed against the improved stability
and improved reliability of the tri-moor, particularly in rough seas.

9.0 Buoy and Mooring Designs for Ocean Observatories
Several buoy and mooring combinations were investigated based on the data

telemetry rates they could support.  Telemetry rate was chosen to define the various buoy
and mooring alternatives because it is the driver behind the most important design
decisions.  Here we present three designs.  The first design, a High-Bandwidth option,
uses a high-strength fiber optic cable to moor a surface discus buoy and to deliver power
to a seafloor junction box.  A second design uses a tri-moored spar buoy with a separate
cable to deliver power and fiber optic connection to a seafloor junction box.  The third
design is a Low-Bandwidth telemetry system that uses acoustic modems to connect
instruments on the seafloor (or in the water column) to the surface buoy.  Because this
design does not use conducting cables, this option does not deliver power to the seafloor.

In Sections 9.1 and 9.2 designs are presented for the High- and Low-Bandwidth
options, respectively.  Section 10 presents the results of environmental modeling of the
discus and spar buoy designs for two representative DEOS sites.  In Section 11

Figure 8.3 Deflection of the E/M cable under calm water and
extreme offsets for 3000 m (10,000 ft) of water.
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deployment and maintenance logistics for these systems are described.  Section 12
presents a cost analysis for construction, installation and maintenance of these systems
(spreadsheets showing all of the cost data for these two sites are included in Appendices
E and F).

The acoustically-linked observatory option is constrained primarily by the costs
associated with the satellite telemetry tariffs for Inmarsat B, and Orbcomm telemetry, and
to a lesser degree by the power needed for the acoustic link.  The cable-linked buoy
observatory options are driven by the power requirements of the C-Band satellite
telemetry system needed to transfer large quantities of data and by the power supplied to
the seafloor.  The acoustically-linked observatory does not require an ROV for
installation or maintenance of the buoy, mooring or observatory instrumentation, while
the cable-linked buoy observatory does.  The cabled system, however, delivers significant
power to the seafloor instruments.  The acoustically-linked approach has the advantage of
lower cost and less complicated logistics at the expense of lower data rates and an
inability to provide power to the seafloor.  The cabled buoy systems are more expensive
to build, install and operate, but offer much higher data rates and can provide significant
power to operate seafloor instruments.  Costs for the two approaches differ by a factor of
2 or 3, while data rates differ by about a factor of about 100. In the case of the low
bandwidth buoy, all the seafloor instruments must be recovered annually to retrieve the
data and provide power for another year.  Long-term reliability, logistics costs and the
ultimate practicality of these two different approaches are difficult to predict with
certainty.

9.1 Cable-Linked Observatory: High-Bandwidth Buoy Designs
9.1.1 Discus Buoy  The High-Bandwidth discus buoy option utilizes a 5 m discus

buoy moored to the bottom with a fiber optic cable for transmitting data and power
between the seafloor and the buoy.  A pair of 30 kW diesel generators (one acting as a
back-up) on the buoy will supply ~500 W to the seafloor junction box.  The generator
will operate on a 33% duty cycle.  The power budget, fuel and payload requirements for
these generators have been presented in Section 5.2.  Data will be telemetered to shore by
a high-power C-Band telemetry system using a large pointing, directional antenna.  Back-
up telemetry will be provided by an Orbcomm link.

The surface buoy will be a disk 5.0 m in diameter and 1.8 m thick (Figure 9.1). It will
have a total displacement of 36,000 kg.  The large C-Band satellite antenna will be
mounted on an aluminum tower about 1 m above the buoy deck and meteorological
sensors will be mounted on a mast extending above the radome.  The buoy's internal
structure will consist of an aluminum well 3 m in diameter with 5 watertight
compartments that are designed to house the generators, the batteries, and the system
electronics.  Fuel will be stored in a free-flooding compartment beneath the watertight
sections in several fuel bladders.  This free-flooding compartment will be built from
aluminum and will be 3 m in diameter and 3 m deep (Figure 9.1).  Surlyn foam flotation
modules (4-6) will be bolted to the aluminum structure to provide buoyancy and to
prevent the buoy from sinking in case of damage to the aluminum well.  The foam
modules will be removable for shipping and will be re-attached onboard ship to facilitate
handling.  The buoy weighs about 4600 kg empty and 7200 kg fully loaded (exclusive of
fuel).  Two can be transported on a large UNOLS vessel (see Section 11).
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The mooring configuration for the MOMAR site in 3000 m of water is shown in
Figure 9.2.  It has a scope of 1.1 times the water depth and is based on the successful
designs used for 3 m discus moorings.  Nominal component sizes have been scaled up
substantially from the mechanical design used for the low-bandwidth option because
cables with electrical conductors and optical fibers are less tolerant of high loads than
purely mechanical wire rope and nylon line.

The mooring consists of an 8 m hose section (identical to the hose used for the low-
bandwidth mooring design) connecting the surface buoy to the electro-optic cable.  The
hose is used to minimize the bending loads on the cable.  A coil cord inside the hose
provides a stress-free pathway for the electrical conductors and optical fibers.  The
electro-optic cable will be a 17.5 mm triple-armored steel cable with a core consisting of
four 10 gauge copper wires and four single-mode optical fibers.  This cable design is
similar to the armored cable used for the Jason/Medea ROV operated by WHOI.  It is
rated at 22,727 kg (50,000 pounds) maximum strength with a Safe Working Load (SWL)
of about 5682 kg (12,500 pounds) and maximum working load of about 9091 kg (20,000
pounds) for short periods.  Below the steel section, which is 1000 to 2000 m long, a
polyester cable (46 mm) is used to minimize cable weight in deep water and to provide
compliance for wave and current loading.  In the synthetic section, the conductors and
fibers will be helixed around the strength member so that they remain stress-free even
under high loading conditions when the synthetic line undergoes maximum elongation.
They are protected from abrasion and handling abuse by a thick plastic jacket, which also
acts to protect the optical fibers and copper conductors from compressive loads.
Maximum and working load ratings are similar to the steel cable.  A series of syntactic

Figure 9.1 Surface buoy for cable-linked, high-bandwidth discus buoy design
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flotation modules are attached along the synthetic line to keep it from coming into contact
with the bottom under low current conditions.  The polyester cable stretches less than
nylon line, which is typically used for surface moorings, but the scope in this mooring
design will provide the necessary compliance for waves and currents.  The anchor will
weigh 4500 to 9000 kg depending on the site and the anticipated current profile and will
have flukes to increase its holding power under the most severe current regimes.

A pair of acoustic releases (modified for long life and high loads) will connect the
fiber optic cable to the anchor. A special flounder plate will be used to pass the
conducting cable around the release and anchor assembly.  A ground line (typically 1500
to 2500 m long) will connect the mooring line to a termination box located on the
seafloor out of the watch circle of the surface buoy.  The ground line, which is a steel
cable identical to the upper section of the mooring, will be used to lower the anchor to the
bottom on deployment.  The ground line length requirement is imposed as an ROV
operational limit to avoid working the ROV within the watch circle of the surface buoy.
The termination box will provide a convenient fixture allowing the ROV to connect the
junction box to the mooring using underwater mateable fiber optic connectors.

9.1.2 Spar Buoy Spar buoys are attractive due to their stability in high sea state
conditions.  Spar buoys respond to the surface wave field, but are designed to have
resonant frequencies lower than the expected surface wave frequencies.  Spar buoy
systems are found in a wide range of applications from relatively small instrumentation
buoys to very large structures deployed by the offshore petroleum industry.  The Marine

Figure 9.2 Mooring design for cable-linked discus buoy observatory
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Physical Laboratory (MPL) of SIO designed and has operated for almost four decades,
the Floating Instrument Platform (FLIP) [8, 9].  The stability characteristics of spar buoy
systems are particularly advantageous for establishing reliable, high-bandwidth satellite
data communications.

Buoy Design - The payload for the high-bandwidth spar buoy design is tabulated in
Table 9.1.  It includes two 30 kW diesel generators, a C-Band satellite system, batteries,
cooling system, and fuel bladder. Figure 9.3 shows a conceptual drawing of the spar
buoy.

The total payload, 19,326 kg (42,594 lbs), does not represent the net buoyancy
required of the hull.  The diesel fuel is stored in bladders that are in a flooded
compartment, hence the diesel fuel is buoyant.  The maximum net payload, without fuel,
is 8,085 kg (17,818 lb).  Of this, approximately 3800 kg (8,400 lb) is placed on top of the
spar hull in removable modules.  The main module will contain the electronics and
communications systems, including the antenna (Figures 9.4-9.6).  The diesel generators
will be enclosed in separate modules, which may be removed from the main module. This
arrangement results in module weights less than 1800 kg (4,000 lb) that can easily be
handled by UNOLS ship’s cranes.  The total displacement of the hull, including water
entrapped in the hull, is given in Table 9.1.  Stability is achieved by adding fixed ballast
to the keel tank.

Figure 9.3 Conceptual drawing of DEOS spar buoy design showing the
radome and payload module (gray) and the hull (red).  The spar is 40 m long.
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Table 9.1 Spar Buoy Design Payload
Item Weight (kg) VCG (mAWL)
2 Diesel Gen. Set, 32 kW 1,497 82.
Fuel bladder (3300 gal) 817 -15.2
Diesel fuel (3300 gal) 11,241 -15.2
Fuel day tank 91 8.2
Fuel boost pump 41 -13.4
Fuel filters 45 -13.4
Fuel piping 204 -2.4
Off-line oil filter system 79 8.2
Cooling piping 463 -2.4
Heat exchangers 127 -13.4
Coolant 216 -2.4
Starting batteries (gel cells) 256 8.2
Power wiring 385 -2.4
Solar panels 23 13.1
Engine air cleaner 64 8.2
Transducers (mics. Fuel, water, oil, voltage) 32 8.2
Control system 61 8.2
Main batteries 2,323 -13.4
Satellite antenna 181 12.8
Electronics 272 11.0
Topside structure 907 10.1

Total 19,326 -9.8
mAWL = meters above water line VCG = vertical center of gravity

Table 9.2  Displacement of Hull
Wt/Buoy VCG, m (ft.)

Vertical Mooring 2450 5.15 (16.9)
Buoyancy, lb 129,284 4.91 (16.1)
Hull Wt w/Margins 45,988 5.12 (16.8)
Hull Outfitting 2,971 6.86 (22.5)
Payload 19,326 7.01 (23.0)
Fluids in Hull 38,482 1.77 (5.8)
Fixed Ballast 20,068 0.15 (0.5)
Total Wt 126,834 3.63 (11.9)

Center-of-gravity to Center-of-buoyancy, m 4.1
Rtg moment, kg-m/rad 523,412
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Figure 9.5  Cutaway diagram showing layout of the generator module

Figure 9.4  Conceptual diagram showing layout of the spar topside module
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Figure 9.7 shows a line drawing of an outboard profile of the hull.  The hull consists
of four main sections:  (1) upper cylinder, (2) middle cylinder, (3) truss, (4) lower
cylinder.  The upper cylinder consists of a 1.83 m (6 ft) pipe, 16.76 m (55 ft) long.  Under
nominal in-place conditions it extends from 7.62 m (25 ft) above the calm water surface
to 9.14 m (30 ft) below the free surface.  The upper end of this pipe has a support frame
upon which the topsides modules are placed.  There is an access hatch and ladders
through this pipe to allow for inspection, and for installation and removal of batteries
which are stored in the middle cylinder.  There is also an intermediate deck. The middle
cylinder consists of 3.35 m (11 ft) diameter pipe, 6.86 m (22.5 ft) long comprised of two
compartments.  The upper compartment is the “hard tank” which provides buoyancy and
a space for batteries and cooling water intake.  The lower compartment is free flooding.
It houses the fuel bladders.  Two bladders each holding 9125 liters (2400 gallons) of fuel
are constrained by the grates.  A deck separates these sections.

A 12.95 m (42.5 ft) long truss section is attached to the middle cylinder.  The truss
serves two functions:

• it provides a structural span to increase the draft to the fixed ballast, thus
increasing the effectiveness of the fixed ballast and the stability of the spar,

• horizontal plates between the bays of the truss entrain mass and add drag to
reduce the heave motions.

The truss elements are flooded.  The lower cylinder is another 3.35m (11 ft) diameter
pipe section, 3.96 m (13 ft ) long.  The lower 0.91 m (3 ft) is filled with concrete or other
suitable ballast material for stability.   The upper 3.05 m (10 ft) is flooded  normally, but

Figure 9.6  Dimensions of the spar topside module
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can be filled with air in order to allow the spar to float horizontally.  This may be
desirable during installation or removal.

The hull structure has been designed to typical offshore standards.  Maximum
bending loads are experienced during installation.  The buoyant pipe sections and truss
have been designed in accordance with API Recommended Practices for design and
construction of offshore structures.  A 6.4 mm (0.25”) corrosion allowance has been
included.  An epoxy based coating is applied from 6.10 m (20 ft) below  the  free  surface
to the deck support structure.  Sacrificial anodes are attached below this point.  These
anodes are designed for the 10 year life of the structure.

Other hull outfitting includes:
•  Fuel piping
•  Cooling Water Piping
•  Air piping for ballast tank
•  Air piping for lower tank
•  Bilge Piping
•  Conduit (“J-Tube”) for electro-optic cable
•  Mooring Padeyes

The main criteria for sizing the hull include:
•  Total length less than 42 m (138 ft), the typical deck space available on offshore

supply and anchor handling boats,
•  Freeboard sufficient to prevent waves from reaching topside module in a 50 year

storm.
•  Appropriate pitch stability to minimize pitch/roll motions during normal

operations.
The minimum distance from the wave crest to the underside of the deck is called the

minimum “air gap”.  To achieve a positive air gap in the survival storm requires a
tradeoff between two factors: static drawdown and dynamic heave.  The static drawdown
results from an increase in the vertical force of the mooring lines when the spar offsets.
To minimize this effect the waterline area needs to be increased.  The dynamic heave
results in vertical motions of the spar induced by wave energy.  To reduce this, the
natural period in heave should be beyond the range of maximum wave energy.  To do
this, the waterplane area should be reduced.  Several configurations were examined with
the upper cylinder diameter between 1.2-3 m (4–10 ft.).  The 1.8 m (6 ft.) diameter
resulted in the best overall performance.

Pitch stability also involves a similar tradeoff.  Selecting a high GM (righting arm
between the center of gravity and center of buoyancy) results in a small amount of static
pitch, or “heel”.  However, a high GM places the pitch natural period in the range of
wave energy and results in comparatively high dynamic pitch motions.  GM is
determined primarily by the amount of fixed ballast.  In the selected design, the pitch and
heave periods have both been selected to be between 17-20 s.

Mooring and Cable Design - The mooring system is a 3-point mooring with lines
separated by 120º azimuth (Figure 8.2).  Various mooring configurations were
investigated.  These encompass chain-polyline-chain, IWRC, strand-chain, with and
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without spring buoy.  All configurations are viable.  The selected mooring system for this
analysis is comprised of sheathed spiral strand with spring buoy and seabed chain.

Strand was selected to provide a 10-year life.  The spring buoy was incorporated to
facilitate deployment and allow the mooring to be in place prior to spar installation.  This
also allows removal of the spar without the need to recover the mooring system.  The
seabed chain is used to prevent the strand from dragging along the seabed and to
minimize joint abrasion due to seabed particulates.  The fairlead location is at the hull
interface with the truss assembly 16 m (52 ft.) below the waterline.  This is near the
center of buoyancy and is selected for structural considerations and to provide minimal
spar motions and line tensions.  Mooring particulars are given in Table 9.3.  Mooring
geometry at zero offset is shown in Figure 8.3. The applied design criterion for the
mooring is that maximum tension shall not exceed 50% intact or 70% with one line
broken in the survival storm. Also, the maximum offset in the survival storm was set at
less than 5% of the water depth.

Table 9.3  Spar Buoy Mooring Properties
Line Segment

Type
Upper Spiral

Strand
Middle Spring

Buoy
Lower Spiral

Strand
Units Imperial SI Imperial SI Imperial SI

Length ft/m 800 244 12,000 3,658

Diameter in/mm 1.0 25.4 1.0 25.4

Wet Wgt lb/ft kg/m 1.78 2.65 1.78 2.65

EA* kips/KN 13,340 59,339 13.340 59,339

Breaking
Strength

kips/KN 127 565 127 565

Buoyancy kips/KN 22.0 97.9

* Young’s Modulus (E) x Line Area (A)

The electro-optic (E/O) cable is designed to provide power to the seabed junction box
and to transmit data.  It consists of power conductors, fiber optic data lines and
mechanical strength members.  The spar buoy moorings are designed to have a system
stiffness greater than that of the electro-optic cable, hence the cable itself does not
experience a significant tension increase due to the offsets of the spar.  The electro-optic
cable seabed termination is designed to be outside the mooring anchor footprint to allow
clear ROV access.  The cable azimuth is between two mooring lines.  Due to the
relatively high compliance of the mooring system and large offsets in strong currents, the
electro-optic cable must be likewise configured to avoid high tensile loads.  The cable is
similarly designed with a spring buoy or floatation collars to achieve a “lazy-S”
configuration.  Cable armoring is assumed to comprise two layers of 1.6 mm (1/16”) wire
along the upper 1219 m (4000 ft) to guard against fish bites and along the lower 122 m to
guard against seabed abrasion.  Design values are based upon data supplied by South Bay
Cable and are listed in Table 9.4.
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Table 9.4  E/O Cable Properties
Line Segment

Type
Upper Armored Middle

Standard
Lower Armored

Units Imperial SI Imperial SI Imperial SI

Length ft/m 4,000 1219 12,000 3658 400 122

Diameter in/mm 0.98 24.8 0.85 21.6 0.98 24.8

Wet Wgt lb/ft kg/m 0.82 1.22 0.062 0.092 0.82 1.22

EA* kips/KN 1,000 4,448 1.000 4,448 1,000 4,448

Breaking
Strength

kips/KN 25 111.2 25.0 111.2 25.0 111.2

Buoyancy kips/KN 1.0 97.9

* Young’s Modulus (E) x Line Area (A)

9.2 Acoustically-Linked Observatory: Low-Bandwidth Discus Buoy Design
In the single-point mooring design the surface buoy is a platform for power

generation, satellite telemetry electronics and antenna, and electronics for data collection
and storage.  Its size and buoyancy are dictated by the payload requirements and
anticipated worst-case environmental conditions.  For the acoustically linked option, the
surface buoy will contain the subsystems shown in Table 9.5.

Table 9.5 Acoustically-Linked Observatory Surface Buoy Components
Power: 9x110 W solar panels, 4 large lead-acid batteries, and associated power

control electronics.
Telemetry: Inmarsat B telemetry system with 1 m dish antenna and associated

electronics and sensors, an Orbcomm transceiver and antenna, and an
Argos PTT.  Acoustic modem.

System control: PC-104 controller with large disk storage system
Other: Met sensors, GPS receivers (3), buoy navigation light, radar reflector,

etc.

The surface buoy is a 3.5 m Surlyn foam disk 1.4 m thick with an aluminum internal
structure (Figure 9.8).  The satellite antenna radome will be mounted on a pedestal
standing about 2 m above the buoy deck.  The buoy well will be 1.8 m in diameter and
will have three watertight compartments designed to house the batteries and the system
electronics.  There  is  no  need  for  cooling  or  active  environmental  control  with  this
design.  The foam structure  will be  divided into  two  flotation  modules that  bolt to the
aluminum frame and provide buoyancy and protection from impact.  They will be easy to
disassemble for shipping and handling.  This design will allow at least two buoys to be
carried on the deck of a medium or large UNOLS vessel during the deployment cruise.
The buoy will have 13,600 kg of displacement and will weigh about 2300 kg, empty and
3200 kg fully loaded.  Medium and large UNOLS ships will be able to launch and
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recover the buoy and mooring system without special handling equipment as they do for
the standard 3 m discus moorings presently in use.

The mooring configuration for the MOMAR site (located in the North Atlantic in
about 3000 m of water) is shown in Figure 9.9.  It has a scope of 1.1 times the water
depth and is based on the successful designs used for conventional 3 m discus moorings
and for the somewhat larger surface buoy that has been deployed offshore Bermuda for
more than a decade [10].  Standard mooring component sizes have been scaled up to deal
with the design life required by the DEOS specification.  Mooring component life is a
function of the forces seen by the components, the frequency of loading, and by their
gradual deterioration due to loading and to corrosion.  The most important factor in
determining mooring component life is the ratio of the maximum load range (short-term
variation in load) to the ultimate strength of the component.  Decreasing this ratio by a
factor of two increases the life expectancy of the component by about a factor of ten [11].
Using this general relationship, the design is scaled up in strength by a factor of about 1.7
over the standard discus buoy moorings that have been shown to be reliable for 1 year or
more at most ocean sites.

The mooring in Figure 9.9 consists of an 8 m hose section connecting the surface
buoy to the upper section of wire rope.  The large diameter (25 cm) hose, which is
extremely tough and resistant to bending loads, is used to minimize the wear and tear on
the wire at the critical buoy connection.  A coil cord inside the water-filled hose provides
a stress-free pathway for the electrical conductors that connect the transducer used in the

Figure 9.8 Surface buoy for acoustically-linked, low-bandwidth discus buoy design
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acoustic link to the buoy electronics.  The transducer is placed at this depth to minimize
the effects of surface generated bubbles and buoy generated noise.  The wire rope section
of the mooring covers the fish bite zone and consists of 50 m of 1.9 cm diameter wire
rope (a short replaceable section to tolerate the high loads near the surface) followed by
2000 m of 1.3 cm wire (plastic jacketed for corrosion protection).  Below the steel
section, 2.5 cm nylon line is used to provide compliance for the action of currents and
waves and to minimize the weight load on the upper section of wire rope.  The anchor
will weigh 3600 kg (wet) and will use flukes to increase its holding power to resist
horizontal forces encountered under the most severe current regimes.  A pair of acoustic
releases (modified for long life and high loads) will connect the mooring to the anchor.

This design is very similar to that used for conventional surface moorings except the
component sizes have been increased to reflect the long service life requirement.  In
typical oceanographic applications where surface moorings are deployed for 6-12
months, mooring components are often rated for about 6818 kg (15,000 pounds) breaking
strength and highly reliable performance is obtained. The design in Figure 9.8 uses
components rated to 11,364 kg (25,000 pounds), which will extend the predicted service
life out to 5 years or more.  A short section of heavier wire at the top of the mooring is
used to provide additional strength in the most vulnerable part of the mooring.  As a point
of comparison, NDBC maintained a surface buoy in deep water in the Gulf of Alaska for
11 years, replacing only the top 15 m of chain every third year [12].  At the end of this
time, the mooring was retrieved and the nylon mooring line was tested for ultimate
strength.  They found the line to be as strong after 11 years as it was when it was

Figure 9.9 Mooring configuration for an acoustically-linked buoy
observatory
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deployed.  This NDBC mooring used an inverse catenary design, which had a scope of
about 1.25 times the water depth.  Loads on the mooring were not measured, but the Gulf
of Alaska is a difficult environment which experiences severe storms.  Double-braided
nylon line has been tested following use in buoy moorings for 3 to 7 years in Puget
Sound and Admiralty Inlet and had a residual strength of 40 to 65% of the new, dry
strength of the rope [13].  Higher residual strength can be expected from newer nylon
ropes where the fibers are coated with Sea Guard finish, which significantly reduces
fiber-to-fiber abrasion in seawater.  Polyester double-braided rope showed a residual
strength of 77% of the new rope strength after 1 million cycles between one and 30% of
the rope's rated strength [14].  The offshore oil industry is now designing polyester
moorings for production platforms with a design life of 20 years [15].

10.0 Environmental Modeling
Environmental specifications (wave and current regimes) have been defined for the

MOMAR and NAZCA Basin sites and are listed in Table 10.1. These conditions have
been used to model the static and dynamic responses of the discus mooring system;
environmental data from offshore Brazil (Campos Basin) derived from an oil company
database was used to model the spar buoy design.  Additional modeling has also been
performed at a variety of other sites including locations with more severe current and sea
conditions.  Results of these other modeling runs are included in Appendix C of this
report.
10.1 Discus Buoy/Single-Point Mooring Design

Figures 10.1 through 10.4 show the static and dynamic modeling results for the Low-
Bandwidth and High-Bandwidth discus buoy/single-point mooring designs for the
MOMAR and NAZCA Basin sites, respectively.  These results indicate that both mooring
designs are conservative for these sites.  The maximum static load for the Low-
Bandwidth design, which is a function of mooring weight plus the load due to ocean
currents, is 2768 kg.  This load is 24% of the Rated Breaking Strain (RBS) of the weakest
mooring component, a load that can be tolerated for long periods.  In the High-Bandwidth
design, the maximum static load is 23% of the RBS for the fiber optic cable, which is
consistent with the design criteria.

When storm conditions are added to the maximum current load, high frequency
tension variations around the maximum static load result in the worst-case design
condition.  For the MOMAR site the dynamic load ratios are 17 to 19%.  These values
are about 50 to 70% of the values used in the design of the Bermuda mooring mentioned
earlier that has been on station for more than 10 years without any failure in the mooring
components (though the mooring did fail once when an instrument cage broke). This
analysis suggests that these designs, if properly protected from corrosion, should last 5
years without maintenance.  The NAZCA Basin site dynamic loads are significantly
lower than the MOMAR site loads, so the same designs should be adequate for the
NAZCA site.  These designs have also been modeled using extreme wave and current
conditions at other potential DEOS sites in Appendix C.  In some cases they are less
conservative for sites with stronger currents.  However, similar designs should still meet
or exceed the DEOS design criteria.
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Table 10.1  Environmental modeling parameters for MOMAR & NAZCA sites
Environmental specifications Hs (m) Tp(sec) Depth Speed
1. MOMAR site- 37.5 N, 32.25 W

3000 m depth
11.0 m 14.0 s 0 m

110
75 cm/s

55
      20 m/sec winds 760 50

1260 45
1760 40
2510 25
3000 20

 [* Note: currents are linearly extrapolated between depth intervals]
2. NAZCA Basin Site- 23 S, 90 W

6000m depth
Hs (m) Tp(sec) Depth Speed

      20 m/sec winds 7.6 m 16.0 s 0 m 75 cm/s
110 55
760 50
1260 45
1760 40
2510 25
3500 20
5000 15
6000 10

Figure 10.1 Mooring configuration at the MOMAR site under
low current (dashed) and high current (solid) conditions
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Figure 10.2 Mooring tensions for low-bandwidth (LB) and high-
bandwidth (HB) designs at the MOMAR site under survival wind,
wave and current loading.

Figure 10.3 Mooring configuration at NAZCA Basin site under
low current (dashed) and high current (solid) conditions
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10.2 Spar Buoy/Three-Point Mooring Design
The response of the three-point mooring system of the spar buoy tends to be governed

by current conditions, while the spar buoy motions are governed by the wind/wave
conditions.  It will be necessary to check designs against site-specific criteria prior to
selection of the final system design.  In particular, the higher waves at high latitude sites
will either require greater freeboard (because the waves will overtop the spar), or the
topsides will need to be designed for immersion.

For environmental design analysis we will consider a 99% operational environment to
be conditions which are exceeded only 1% of the time.  We used environmental data
from offshore Brazil (Campos Basin) derived from an oil company database to model the
spar buoy design.  These conditions are listed in Table 10.2.  A water depth of 3000 m
was assumed.  A comparison of 99% operational environments in Brazil with North
Pacific and world-wide values is given in Table 10.3.  For equatorial/mid-latitudes, the
range of environments is bracketed by Brazil and world-wide values.  The North Pacific
case is a high-latitude condition.

Two environmental conditions were considered: survival and operational.  For
survival conditions (a 50 yr storm offshore Brazil) a positive air gap was maintained and
maximum mooring line tension (immediately below the spring buoy) was 42% of line
breaking strength.  The maximum vertical load at the seabed was 108 kN.  Operational
performance for the conditions given in Table 10.3 were also modeled.  For this
configuration the air gap is maintained for a significant wave height of less than 8 m.
Pitch rate is less than 7¡/s for offshore Brazil and the world-wide average; for the North

Figure 10.4 Mooring tensions for the low-bandwidth (LB) and
high-bandwidth (HB) designs at the NAZCA Basin site under
survival wind, wave and current loading
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Pacific pitch rates are less than 12¡/s.  The effect of currents on the mooring were also
modeled.  Current drag and line dynamics were found to have a significant effect on spar
response.  For areas of strong current the line pretension will need to be increased or
spring buoy buoyancy increased to maintain buoy depth.

Table 10.2  Environmental Conditions Used to Model Spar Buoy
Brazil

Waves
     Return Period  (yrs)
     Significant Wave Hgt (ft/m)
     Peak Spectral Period (s)
     Jonswap Shape Factor

50
25/7.6

16
2

Wind (@ 10 m)
     Return Period (yrs)
     Vel (1 min)
     Vel (10 min)
     Vel (1 hr)

50

54.0
50.8

Current
     Return Period (yrs) 10

Depth m (ft)
0

15.2 (50)
30.5 (100)
42.7 (140)
70.1 (230)

103.6 (3400
126.5 (415)
185.9 (610)
914.4 (3000)

Vel (kt)
2.7
2.7
2.3
2.3
1.4
1.2
1.2
1.0
0

Table 10.3 Regional 99% Operational Environments
Region Worldwide Brazil North Pacific

Wave Hs (m)
Wave Tp (s)
Jonswap shape
Wind Vw (kt)

5.5
12.5
1.0

28.0

3.0
9.5
1.0

22.0

9.1
15.6
1.0
34.0

Current Depth
(m)
0
26

>26

Vel
(kts)
0.56
0.56

0

Depth
(m)
0
22

>22

Vel (kt)
0.48
0.48

0

Depth
(m)
0
31

>31

Vel (kt)
0.68
0.68

10.3 Analysis of Buoy Motions and Their Effects on Satellite Telemetry
In order to gain some insight into the performance that can be expected for pointing

dish antennas on surface buoy moorings, in this section we analyze measured pitch, roll
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and yaw rates for a 3-m surface discus buoy and summarize model calculations for the
High-Bandwidth discus and spar designs presented in Section 9.

While these pointing antennas are designed for ships, they are capable of operating on
buoys as long as the pitch, roll and yaw rates are modest.  When the specified maximum
motion rates are exceeded, the result is a temporary telemetry outage.  The antenna will
lose contact with the satellite and will go into a search mode to reacquire “lock-on”.  We
have no specific data on the duration of this search mode.  It may last a few seconds to a
minute or more.  If buoy motions are severe enough to significantly effect telemetry
reliability, the transmitter will be shut down during those periods to save energy and to
minimize wear and tear on the mechanical systems.  The reliability of a telemetry system
in different sea conditions will thus depend on how often the specified maximum motion
rates are exceeded and how long it takes the antenna to reacquire a satellite after
communication is broken.

One of the primary differences between discus and spar buoys is their motion in
waves.  The spar buoy is a relatively stable platform.  Because of this it has been adapted
for oceanographic and offshore purposes where low motions, particularly heave motions,
are critical.  Pitch motions of a spar buoy are mitigated by designing it so that its natural
period in pitch is greater than the energy in the wave spectrum.  The discus buoy design
behaves more as a wave follower and thus typically experiences greater pitch and heave
motions.  Pitch and heave motions are important to the performance of the satellite
tracking system (and the longevity of the mooring/cable connections to the buoy).

Empirical data on the response of discus buoys to different sea conditions is available
from  various  locations.    Figure  10.5  shows  the pitch, roll and yaw  rates experienced

Figure 10.5 Pitch, roll and yaw rates for a 3-m discus buoy deployed on
the New England shelf during Sea State 6
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by a 3-m discus buoy deployed off the New England coast during Sea State 6 (4.6 m
significant wave height and 20 m/s winds).  This plot shows that even under these
relatively severe conditions a discus buoy on a single-point mooring has pitch, roll yaw
rates most of the time within the 10°/s specification given in Table 3.1.

Figure 10.6 is a cumulative pitch, roll and yaw rate distribution for this same 3-m
discus buoy over a full one-year deployment.  This plot indicates that the 3-m discus
buoy remains within the 10°/s specification for pitch, roll and yaw about 99% of the time,
suggesting that the performance of an Inmarsat B telemetry system on a Low-Bandwidth
discus buoy would be quite satisfactory in this environment.

In order to quantify the relative motions of the High-Bandwidth discus and spar buoy
designs discussed in this report numerical simulations of the motions of the 5-m discus
buoy and a spar buoy and have been performed using the program MLTSIM (see
Appendix D).  This program has been developed for analysis of the motion of offshore oil
production platforms and was calibrated for a spar platform, Neptune Spar, with motion
data measured during the passage of Hurricane Georges in 1998 (Appendix D).
Validation for the discus buoy was based on the data shown in Figure 10.5.  Figure 10.7
shows the predicted cumulative percentage of occurrence of pitch rates for an Atlantic
coastal environment calculated using the assumptions described in Appendix D.  Yaw
motions cannot be predicted by this simulation program since the mechanism of yaw
excitation has not been identified.  The data shown in Figure 10.5 suggest that yaw rates
are approximately equal to the pitch/roll rate for a given environment.

Figure 10.6 Cumulative distribution of buoy pitch, roll and yaw rates
for a 1-year deployment on the New England Shelf
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Figure 10.7 indicates that the discus buoy motions result in higher angular velocities
than a spar buoy in a comparable environment.  For example, at this location predicted
pitch rates for the discus buoy are less than 5 1/2°/s 90% of the time, while for the spar
buoy they are predicted to be less than 2°/s more than 90% of the time.

In order to evaluate the effect of these differences in motion on communication
performance we have developed a model for communication efficiency based on data
provided by Harris Corporation1 (Appendix D).  The operational specifications of the C-
Band antenna system proposed by Harris for the DEOS buoy are:

Roll + 30° @ 8 s
Pitch + 15° @ 6 s
Yaw + 80° @ 50 s

To translate these specifications into rate data, Harris suggests that the total range be
divided by the period, or:

Roll rate: 7.5°/s
Pitch rate: 5°/s

Yaw rate: 3.2°/s
If these velocities are exceeded the antenna will lose contact with the satellite and will

go into a search mode to reacquire lock-on.  Note that these specifications are
significantly more demanding than the 10°/s in pitch, roll and yaw assumed in the buoy
design specifications adopted in Section 3.

If we use these specifications, and assume no time for the search mode, then using the
1-year statistical responses shown in Figure 10.6 for a 3-m discus buoy off New England,
we would estimate the following downtime for the communications system:

Roll 5%
Pitch 10%
Yaw 11%

                                                  
1 Personal communication with Andy Clarke of Harris Corporation, May 31, 2000.

Figure 10.7  Cumulative probabilities of pitch rate for discus and spar
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The vector sum of these would be 16% downtime, or 84% availability.  We will refer
to this availability figure as the "Communication Efficiency".  Since a zero lock-out time
has been assumed in this calculation, this estimate of an 84% communication efficiency
should be considered an upper bound on telemetry system performance for these satellite
system specifications.

Using the model described in Appendix D, and assuming the C-Band antenna
specifications given above, the relationship between communication efficiency and sea
state for the 5-m discus and spar buoy is shown in Figure 10.8.  Table 10.4 shows the
predicted communication efficiency at several different locations.  Here “communication
efficiency” is defined as the percentage of time the antenna is locked on for data transfer.
For these calculations a “lock-out” time of 20 s has been assumed.

Table 10.4  Predicted Communication Efficiency with 20-second Lockout
Location Communication Efficiency

Discus Spar
Pacific Coast 32 N 55% 99%

Atlantic Coast 25.6 N 56% 99%
North Atlantic 29% 88%
North Pacific 22% 85%

Worldwide Average 48% 97%
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Figure 10.8 and Table 10.4 indicate that the more stable tri-moored spar buoy will
have a consistently higher communication efficiency than a discus buoy on a single point
mooring.  Using the same operational specifications for Harris C-Band antenna system
given above it is also possible to calculate the communication efficiency directly from the

Figure 10.8  Modeled relationship between communication efficiency
and significant wave height (ft) for discus and spar buoys
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experimental data available for the 3-m discus buoy deployed off New England.  While
different from the proposed High-Bandwidth discus buoy system outlined in Section 9 in
several ways, this type of analysis has the advantage that many fewer assumptions need
to be made about the modeling and statistical relationships.

The experimental data set consists of 564 time series of pitch, roll, and yaw.  Each
time series is 30 minutes long.  Because of the sensitivity of communication efficiency to
lock-out time (T_out), we have assumed values ranging from 2 s to 20 s.  Each time
series is scanned for periods spent either locked-on or in a search mode.  Assuming a
locked-on state to start, an observed exceedance of any of the pitch, roll, or yaw rate
specifications results in the subsequent T_out seconds being spent in search mode.  The
final efficiency for any one data set is the total time spent locked-on divided by the total
duration of the data set.

Figure 10.9 shows the cumulative frequency of occurrence of different levels of
communication efficiency over all data sets.  For example, in Figure 10.9(a) a 20 s
lockout period results in a communication efficiency of 80% or better in only 25% of the

Figure 10.9  Communication efficiency for a 3-m discus buoy off New England
based on observed buoy motions assuming the Harris C-Band antenna
specifications and four different assumed antenna lock-out times.  For a 20 s lockout
period, there are periods of time spanning several days during which the efficiency
is never better than 50%. With a 2 s lockout period there is never more than a one
or two day period during which the efficiency does not reach at least 80%.
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data sets.  When the lockout period is reduced to 2 s in Figure 10.9(d) the efficiency is
80% or better in 60% of the data sets.  There are also strong seasonal trends in the
calculated efficiencies.  For a 20 s lockout period, there are periods of time spanning
several days during which the efficiency is never better than 50%.  These sustained
periods with poor communication efficiency most likely represent periods when no data
would get through.  When lock is difficult to maintain the antenna system will probably
be shut down to prevent wear and tear.  With a 2 s lockout period there is never more
than a one or two day period during which the efficiency does not reach at least 80%.

The results of these analyses indicate that the spar buoy has significantly less motion
than a discus buoy in most sea states.  In particular, calculated roll, pitch and yaw rates
suggest that the proposed Harris C-Band telemetry system could be expected to operate
up to Sea State 6 on a spar buoy but only to Sea State 4 on a 5-m discus buoy.  However,
these predictions are based on a number of assumptions about the motions of the buoys
and antenna performance.  At sea or model testing of these calculations is limited and
additional data are needed.  These results also refer to the ‘standard’ C-Band antenna
system Harris has proposed to build.  This is the antenna system assumed in cost
estimates for both the discus and spar buoys (see Section 12).  Harris has also developed
a high-performance C-Band system designed to operate in up to Sea State 6 (significant
wave height about 4 m) with a single-point moored discus buoy but the cost is
significantly higher than the system used in the designs for this report.

In summary, at high latitudes and in other areas that experience frequent bad weather,
a tri-moored spar buoy is likely to experience smaller motions and deliver a higher
communication efficiency for a standard C-Band telemetry system than a discus buoy
with a single-point mooring.  However, with a more sophisticated C-Band system or with
the potential availability of small omni-directional satellite antenna systems in the future,
efficient satellite communication may be feasible with either discus or spar buoy systems
in conditions up to Sea State 6.

11.0 Deployment and Maintenance Logistics
Both discus buoy designs discussed in Section 9 (acoustically-linked and cable-

linked) can be deployed and maintained from a Class I UNOLS vessel, although
expensive, specialized handling gear will be required for the large cable-linked system.
Because of the size and weight of the spar buoy and mooring system described in Section
9 it will be impractical to use a UNOLS vessel for its installation.  Offshore commercial
supply vessels or workboats will have to be used for installation.  However, UNOLS
vessels may be used for installation of the topsides unit, and for annual servicing.
The relevant specifications of the largest class of UNOLS vessels are listed below.

•  Science load capacity on the order of 200 tons.
•  Max. deck loading of 1,400 lbs/ft2.
•  Working deck area of about 2800 ft2.
•  Dynamic positioning capability.
•  Navigational accuracy to a few meters.
•  Endurance in excess of 50 days.
•  Crane capacities average about 10 tons at moderate reach (~20’), but vary among

vessels.
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•  A Frames can handle loads of ~12 tons when on their stops, but move about half
that load.

•  A Frame openings are on the order of 6 m wide at the deck, and 7.5m high.
•  Standard winches on UNOLS ships carry 9/16” trawl wire and .680” coaxial or

fiber optic cables. Working strengths of these wires are under 10 tons.
11.1 Discus Buoys

Two High-Bandwidth (cable-linked) discus buoys can be transported and launched by
a Class I UNOLS ship with the characteristics listed above with some modification to
enhance vertical and lateral crane boom support.  However, the weight and size of the
associated anchors and lines indicate that purpose-built handling gear will be needed for
the mooring deployment.  The weight of the anchor (4500-9000 kg wet) and the
diameters of the steel and synthetic mooring lines in this design are greater than can be
handled by standard UNOLS winches and wires.  An independent winch system will
have to be used to deploy and recover mooring components.  This winch will need to be
capable of spooling different diameters of wire and line, and dealing with the hardware
involved in joining them.  Drum and linear traction winches are presently being
investigated for this application.  The necessary additional deck equipment may cost
upwards of a million dollars and would need to be able to be shipped and installed on
more than one UNOLS vessel in order to service observatories in widely scattered areas.
Figure 11.1 shows a typical AGOR 24 deck layout with two 5 m discus buoys, mooring
components, deployment winch and ROV and its support equipment accommodated.

The currently favored deployment scenario for a high-bandwidth discus system
involves a buoy first launch (Figure 11.2).  The lowering will take place within a long-
baseline acoustic transponder network.  Standard or slightly modified UNOLS ships’
equipment will be sufficient for overboarding the buoy and upper hose with the upper
length of armored cable attached. Purpose-built traction equipment and a deck-mounted
sheave will be used to pay out both the steel armored and synthetic mooring lines.  Any
required cable flotation or weight will be attached during this process. The ground line
will also be attached and connected electronically and optically.  A relay transponder for
navigation of the anchor may be attached at this point.  Overboarding of the anchor will
be accomplished with either the ship’s crane with the boom supported or with purpose-
built equipment, and the load transferred to the ground line for pay out from the traction
winch.  The lower end of the ground line will be mechanically, electrically and optically
connected to the termination box which will in turn be coupled via acoustic releases to a
lowering line for placement on the bottom.  It may be desirable to install test devices on
the termination box connector to confirm top to bottom performance before deploying the
junction box, instrumentation, and ROV for final connection.  A bottom finding pinger
and/or relay transponder will be attached to the lowering line near the termination box.
As the anchor nears the bottom (during the final 1,000 meters of lowering) the ship will
maneuver to land the anchor close to a predetermined target.  Once the anchor touches
down, the ship will continue to maneuver to stretch the ground line across the bottom.  If
this is a redeployment, the final target for the termination box will be near the
observatory instrumentation to allow reconnection of the junction box. Once the
termination frame is on bottom and its position is confirmed acoustically, the releases
will be fired and the lowering line recovered.
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When the mooring is in place and initial stability confirmed, the ship will be brought
alongside the buoy and lines will be attached to it.  The buoy will be tugged hard against
the ship’s side so that the two move together, allowing personnel to cross to the buoy to
install and check out all systems.  It may be desirable to defer installation of the telemetry
tower until this stage in the deployment. When an initial check-out has been completed,
the fuel bladders will be filled from the ship’s supply, and final check-out performed.
When functionality has been confirmed, the buoy will be released, and deployment or
reconnection of instrumentation can be commenced with the ROV.

The deployment logistics of an acoustically-linked, Low-Bandwidth discus buoy
system varies considerably from the cable-linked, High-Bandwidth buoy.  Most medium
and large UNOLS vessels will be able to carry and deploy two of the moorings and their
associated instrumentation on a single cruise leg.  The surface mooring will be deployed
using ‘conventional-anchor-last’ deployment techniques where the buoy and mooring are
deployed as the ship steams toward the anchor site. Just past the site, the anchor is
deployed and free-falls to the bottom pulling the mooring behind it.  The instrumentation
will be deployed and recovered in a similar manner using acoustic releases to allow
recovery without the need for an ROV.  The surface buoy mooring will be recoverable
using its acoustic releases and because the mooring hardware is relatively inexpensive, it
can be replaced, as necessary.  These features of the acoustically-linked Low-Bandwidth
observatory make it easy to maintain and relatively low risk.  Mooring or component
failures can be repaired without the need for major interventions.  An ROV will not be
necessary to service the observatory and a junction box will not be part of the system.  It
will be relatively easy to relocate this system to other sites in different water depths since
no special cables are required.  In addition, the surface buoy mooring will be available for
suspending instrumentation since it will not be difficult to recover and redeploy.
Instruments on the mooring will use acoustic modems to transfer data to the buoy.

Figure 11.1  AGOR 24 deck layout with two 5-m discus
buoys, mooring components, deployment winch and ROV
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11.2 Spar Buoys - Installation of the spar buoy would take place in three phases during
two separate legs:

1.  Pre-installation of anchors and spring buoys,
2.  Spar installation and hookup to mooring
3. Topsides module installation

These steps have to be performed in sequence, but not necessarily at the same time.
The size of the spar buoy, and the amount of mooring line required, exceed the
capabilities of even the largest UNOLS vessels, primarily because of deck limitations and
reel/winch capabilities.  An offshore supply/anchor handling boat would be required for
launching the mooring and spar buoy.  The topside installation of power, communications

Figure 11.2  Discus buoy deployment sequence.  See text for discussion.
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and instrumentation module(s) could be performed by a UNOLS vessel after the spar has
been installed.  Each topside module would weigh less than 1818 kg (4000 lbs) for ease
of installation.  The installation vessel would need to be outfitted with a special saddle for
lashing/fendering the spar to the vessel so there would not be any relative motion while
setting the modules on the deck.  We anticipate that this operation will be weather
sensitive, but that it can be performed in seas up to about 2 m significant wave height.
This would correspond to about 85% of the time for Brazil, 45% of the time in the North
Pacific (mainly in summer), and worldwide about 75% of the time.
11.3 Maintenance - Annual maintenance of either the discus or spar buoys can readily be
carried out using a UNOLS vessel, provided it is not necessary to recover the buoy.
Mechanical components, electronics, and even diesel generators for the High-Bandwidth
buoys should be fairly easily exchanged utilizing standard ship’s equipment.  Should it be
required to recover the High-Bandwidth spar buoy, a commercial workboat would be
required.  If a High-Bandwidth buoy needs to be recovered, it will be necessary to pump
any remaining fuel from the bladders; a system should be on board to facilitate this
operation.  For the discus buoy it might aid recovery to remove the telemetry tower, solar
cells and other external, easily damaged components.  If buoy recovery is scheduled for
any reason (e.g. replacement of anti-fouling coatings), it might make sense to carry a
replacement buoy and switch them out.
11.4 Repair and Replacement Any significant repair to mooring components for the
discus buoy will probably involve release of the anchor and, therefore, complete recovery
of the mooring. For a cable-linked buoy system, an ROV will be required to disconnect
the junction box from the termination.  During this operation every effort should be made
to locate the source of the problem.  The ROV might, for example, be able to connect a
test device to the termination box to confirm that the problem is between it and the
surface.  Once it is clear that some part of the mooring is faulty, the ROV needs to be
recovered, the anchor releases fired, and the buoy recovered.

A possible alternative to the above recovery scenario would be to grapple the ground
line between the anchor and termination box. The ship would probably be capable of
dragging a cable-jamming grapnel midway between the anchor and termination box.  In
theory it would then be possible to recover the mooring bottom first, and replace the
defective component when it was brought aboard.  This method would probably damage
at least the ground line, and might consume more time than it would save in hardware. If
it was strongly suspected that the fault was in the ground line or anchor connection, it
might be worthwhile.  Redeployment after repair or replacement of the mooring would
follow the same steps as were taken in the original deployment.

In the case of a three-point spar mooring, the spar buoy can be recovered for repair or
replacement without recovery of the mooring.  The modular nature of the spar topside
unit allows it to be replaced separately from the rest of the spar buoy.  The operations
could be conducted by a UNOLS vessels.  Recovery or replacement of the mooring
would require a specialized vessel.
11.5 ROV Operational Issues  - Long-term operation of High-Bandwidth discus or  spar
buoy observatories will require the use of ROVs.  Changes of instrumentation and
refurbishment of mooring components will necessitate making and breaking connections
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at depth.  An ROV may be needed even for acoustically-linked observatories to insure
proper placement of sensors.  ROV systems capable of working to depths of ~3km are
relatively plentiful, but there are few vehicles available for operations at the specified
maximum design depth of 6 km. ATV, JASON, ROPOS, the JAMSTEC vehicle and
perhaps a few commercial ROVs comprise this latter group.

Utilization of ROVs will dictate sea conditions not worse than state 4, but, since
generally good weather will be required for the mooring deployments, their use will not
place special sea state restrictions on operations.  Mooring design, however, has been
affected by the necessity for ROV deployments to take place outside of the watch circle
of the buoy. The design incorporates a ground line running from the anchor to a
termination box. The anchor will be lowered on this ground line which will be of a length
to allow placement of the termination box outside the buoy’s watch circle. The
observatory junction box can then be connected to the termination box by an ROV.

12.0 Cost Analysis
This section includes estimates of both the capital and operational costs of the Low-

and High-Bandwidth discus buoy designs and the High-Bandwidth spar buoy design.
These costs have been estimated for the MOMAR site (37.5°N, 32.25°W) in the North
Atlantic in 3000 m of water and for the NAZCA Basin site (23°S, 90°W) west of Peru in
6000 m of water.  These locations were chosen to be representative of an accessible site
(MOMAR) and a more remote site (NAZCA) with water depths covering the anticipated
range of depths for DEOS sites.  Appendix E contains summary spreadsheets of
estimated costs associated with the discus buoy options discussed in Sections 9.1 and 9.2
of this report; Appendix F provides similar information for the spar buoy system
described in Section 9.1.  These spreadsheets include information on initial hardware and
installation costs, as well operational and maintenance costs for 3, 5 and 10 year periods.
Ship costs are shown separately so that these costs (which are hard to estimate) do not
obscure the real differences between the costs for various options.

The assumptions underlying these cost estimates are summarized in Appendices E
and F, and in the DEOS Buoy Design Study web site where these spreadsheets are also
presented (http://www.obslab.edu/buoy.html).  These assumptions are based on reasonable
engineering estimates, but are certainly open to debate.  The spreadsheets apply to costs
for a particular design after the initial engineering has been completed for the first
system.  In other words, the costs are for fabricating an existing design.  Labor associated
with the purchase of materials, the fabrication and testing of systems and the management
of the effort is included in the spreadsheets.  Labor to install or turnaround the
observatory infrastructure during cruises has also been included, but science party labor
(if separate) is not included.  We have also examined costs for a very low bandwidth (400
kbytes/d) acoustically-linked system (VLB) and a medium-bandwidth (50 Mbytes/d)
cable-linked discus buoy (MB) in order to examine the tradeoffs in cost and performance.

Table 12.1 summarizes capital costs at the MOMAR and NAZCA sites for both the
discus and spar designs for a High-Bandwidth (HB) system, and for a Low-Bandwidth
(LB), acoustically-linked discus buoy system.  The capital cost of a Low-Bandwidth
system is about 1/3 to 1/5 that of a High-Bandwidth system.  For the High-Bandwidth
systems the capital cost of a discus buoy system with a single point mooring is 30-40%
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less than for a tri-moored spar buoy.  This cost differential arises primarily from the
greater cost of the three-point mooring and the use of a separate electro-optic cable in the
spar buoy design.  For a cabled buoy system the water depth at the site can have a
significant impact on capital costs.  For example, capital costs for the NAZCA site are
estimated to be 13-25% greater than the shallower MOMAR site.  For the Low-
Bandwidth system there is little dependence of cost on water depth.

Table 12.1  Summary of Capital Costs

MOMAR site NAZCA site

Discus
LB

Discus
HB

Spar HB Discus
LB

Discus
HB

Spar HB

Buoy $63,050 $198,650 $150,000 $63,050 $198,650 $150,000

Mooring 76,600 176,900 644,000 94,910 301,900 $935,000

Buoy
Payload

32,500 40,500 40,500 32,500 40,500 40,500

Topsides
Structure

0 0 10,000 0 0 10,000

Telemetry
system

54,000 176,000 176,000 54,000 176,000 176,000

Power
Generation
System

9,600 68,300 68,300 9,600 68,300 68,300

E/O Cable 0 † 121,000 0 † 242,000

T-Box 0 17,500 17,500 0 17,500 17,500

J-Box 0 189,500 189,500 0 214,500 214,000

Labor 177,000 315,000 315,000 177,000 315,000 315,000

Total $412,750 $1,182,350 $1,731,800 $431,060 $1,332,350 $2,168,300

† Electro-optic cable part of mooring for High-Bandwidth discus buoy design

Table 12.2 summarizes installation costs at the MOMAR and NAZCA sites for both
the Low- and High-Bandwidth systems.  It is assumed that the discus buoys will be
installed by a UNOLS vessel (Oceanus class for Low-Bandwidth buoy; Knorr class for
High-Bandwidth buoy) on a single leg, although specialized handling gear will be
required for the large 5 m discus buoy (Section 11.1).  These one-time ship modifications
are estimated to cost on order a million dollars and are not included in Table 12.2.
Because of the size of the spar buoy, the length of its mooring lines, and the weight of its
anchors, it will not be feasible to deploy the spar buoy from a UNOLS vessel.  Instead, an
offshore supply/anchor handling contract vessel will be required to install the spar buoy
and mooring.  A second leg, on a UNOLS vessel of the Knorr class, will be needed to
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install the topside unit and electronics, as well as the electro-optic cable, T-Box and J-Box.
The contract vessels currently charter at a full rate (including fuel) of $18,000-50,000/day
(this range was used to calculate the ship costs for spar installation shown in Table 12.2).
These boats would also need some additional outfitting to be able to launch the spar buoy
and mooring, including an A-frame and launch equipment, storage reels, and deck
strengthening that is estimated to cost ~$1.4 million (see Appendix F).  These one-time
costs are also not included in Table 12.2.  In Appendix F the option of purchasing or
building a vessel for spar buoy installation and removal is discussed and costed.

Table 12.2  Summary of Installation Costs

MOMAR site NAZCA site
Discus

LB
Discus

HB
Spar HB Discus

LB
Discus

HB
Spar HB

Buoy install
w/o ship time

$72,000 $275,800 $427,500 $97,440 $345,380 $272,500

Buoy install
ship time

218,864† 367,380† 376,000-
1,044,444††

396,691† 632,710† 617,500-
1,715,278††

Topsides
install w/o
ship time

NA NA 275,800 NA NA 345,380

Topsides
install ship
time

NA NA 367,380† NA NA 632,710†

Other costs 35,000 70,000 70,000 35,000 70,000 70,000

Total w/o ship
time

$107,000 $345,800 $773,300 $132,440 $415,380 $687,880

Total $325,864 $713,180 $1,516,680 -
2,185,124

$529,131 $1,048,0
90

$1,938,090 -
3,035,868

Note:  Spar buoy deployment assume two legs; one to deploy buoy and mooring and a second to
deploy topsides electronics module.  The first leg would require a commercial workboat; the second leg can
utilize a UNOLS vessel.  The discus buoy deployment is done in one leg from a UNOLS vessel

† UNOLS vessel
†† commercial workboat assuming current charter rates of $18,000-50,000/day

Because spar buoy installation requires two legs, installation costs are 2-3 times that
of a large discus buoy.  These costs might be reduced somewhat if several buoys were
deployed in a single operation.  However, in remote locations like the NAZCA site,
installation costs for a single spar buoy observatory system could be $2-3M including
ship time; total capital and installation costs would be close to $4-5M.  Installation costs
for a high-bandwidth discus buoy system are substantially less, ranging from ~$700K to
$1M, including ship time.  At the remote NAZCA OSN site, total capital and installation
costs for the high-bandwidth discus buoy observatory would be over $2M including ship
time.  Because of its simplicity, installation costs for the low-bandwidth, acoustically-
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linked buoy system are 1/2 to 1/7 the cost of the high-bandwidth systems.  Even at a
remote southern ocean site, a low-bandwidth system could be built and installed for about
$1M, making this an attractive option for those sites where telemetry requirements are
modest.

We have assumed that all observatory sites will require annual servicing and
maintenance by a UNOLS vessel.  We have assumed these costs are identical for the
high-bandwidth discus and spar buoys, although it is possible that these systems will have
different reliability and, therefore, different annual maintenance costs.  A summary of
these costs (excluding ship time) is presented in Table 12.3; a more detailed breakdown
of these costs is given in the spreadsheets available through the previously mentioned
web site.  The major cost differentials are for cruise-related costs which require an ROV
(at $10K/day) for servicing of the high-bandwidth T-Box and J-Box, and replacement
charges for the more expensive mooring, telemetry and power generating equipment on
the High-Bandwidth systems.  These charges are figured at 20% of replacement cost per
year.  Excluding ship time, operational and maintenance costs of the high-bandwidth
buoy systems is estimated at $500-600K/year, while these costs for the low-bandwidth
system are a little more than 1/3 of this figure.

Table 12.3  Summary of Operational and Maintenance Costs

MOMAR NAZCA
LB HB LB HB

Mobilization $11,500 $17,500 $24,860 $46,720

Cruise w/o
ship time

53,500 248,300 59,500 274,300

Demobilization 7,000 10,000 10,580 19,360

Other costs 35,000 70,000 35,000 70,000

Telemetry
charges

39,000 39,000 39,000 39,000

Replacement
parts

$37,595 $108,155 $41,257 $133,155

Total $183,595 $494,955 $210,197 $582,535

Table 12.4 summarizes the total costs (capital, installation, operations and
maintenance) averaged over 5 and 10 year periods for both the MOMAR and NAZCA
sites for each of the three systems discussed in this report.  Figures are shown both
including and excluding ship costs.  Amortized over 10 years a low-bandwidth,
acoustically-linked discus buoy system that provides about 2 Gbytes of data per year
installed at a 3000 m site in the North Atlantic will cost ~$217K/yr to build, install,
operate and maintain, plus annual ship cost estimated at ~$219K/yr.  Over 10 years the
cost of building, installing, operating and maintaining a high-bandwidth, cable-linked
discus buoy observatory on the Mid-Atlantic Ridge providing about 200 Gbytes per year
will be ~$596K/yr plus annual ship costs of ~$367K/yr, or about 2.2 times the cost of the
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low-bandwidth option.  At this site the estimated costs of the spar buoy system are about
15-20% greater than for the high-bandwidth discus buoy system.  At a more remote,
deeper water (6000 m) site like the NAZCA basin OSN site in the southeastern Pacific,
the annualized cost over a decade for the acoustically-linked, low-bandwidth discus buoy
observatory is estimated to be about $246K/year with an additional $397K in ship costs
per year.  This compares with an annualized cost of ~$699K plus ~$633K in ship costs
per year for a cable-linked, high-bandwidth discus buoy observatory at this same site.
Ten-year amortized costs for the spar buoy, including ship time, are about 15-20%
higher.  These cost estimates do not include scientific instrumentation or labor associated
with the scientific use of the observatories. They are infrastructure costs, although some
of the cruise costs would likely be shared between the science users and the infrastructure
providers.  In the case of the Low-Bandwidth system, bottom packages would have to be
recovered annually to retrieve data and replace batteries.  These costs are not included in
the Low-Bandwidth option.

We have also examined costs for a very low bandwidth (400 kbytes/d) acoustically-
linked system and a medium-bandwidth (50 Mbytes/d) cable-linked discus buoy (see
Appendix E).  We found only marginal cost savings for significantly less bandwidth in
both cases.  Thus, in terms of capability per dollar, the low- and high-bandwidth options
outlined in Section 9 seem to offer the best value.

Table 12.4  Annual costs for discus and spar buoy mooring systems based on total
costs over 5 or 10 years

                                     Acoustically-linked                         Cable-linked
Category Low-Bandwidth

Option
High-Bandwidth

Discus Option
High-Bandwidth

Spar Option
Telemetry rate 5 Mbytes/d 500 Mbytes/d 500 Mbytes/d
MOMAR- 5 yr
w/o ship

$250,826 $699,994 $895,384

MOMAR- 5 yr
w/ ship time

$469,690 $1,067,374 $1,337,964 – 1,471,653

MOMAR-10
w/o ship time

$217,210 $596,474 $694,170

MOMAR- 10
w/ ship time

$436,074 $963,854 $1,099,150 – 1,165,994

NAZCA- 5 yr
w/o ship time

$280,857 $815,574 $1,037,264

NAZCA-5 yr
w/ ship time

$677,548 $1,448,284 $1,793,474 – 2,013,029

NAZCA- 10
w/o ship time

$245,527 $699,054 $809,900

NAZCA- 10
w/ ship time

$642,188 $1,331,764 $1,504,360 – 1,614,138

Note:  Costs include buoy construction, installation and maintenance amortized over the 5 or
10 year life of the buoy.  MOMAR site is in 3000 m of water; NAZCA site is in 6000 m of water.
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Assuming the costs given for the MOMAR and NAZCA sites are representative of
the range of costs for establishing observatories at DEOS sites, an array of 20 nodes
including 5 high-bandwidth spar systems (for high latitude sites), 5 high-bandwidth
discus buoy systems (for lower latitude sites) and 10 low-bandwidth systems (for
applications with modest data telemetry requirements or the need to be relocatable) could
be built and installed for a cost of ~$27M.  Annual maintenance and operations costs
would be ~$500K node for the high-bandwidth systems and ~$200K/node for the low-
bandwidth systems or ~$7M/yr for 20 buoys.  If all twenty nodes where high-bandwidth
systems, an initial investment of ~$33M (discus design) to ~$54M (spar design) would be
required and annual operating and maintenance costs would be ~$10M/yr.  None of these
figures include ship costs; these costs are difficult to accurately estimate without knowing
specific deployment sites but, as rule of thumb, total costs will approximately double if
ship costs are included.

13.0 Commercial Moored Buoy Systems
Commercial moored-buoy systems, typically very large spar buoys, have been in use

for some time, largely for offshore oil production.  The closest commercial moored-buoy
system to the DEOS requirements is the OceanNet system recently developed by
Maritime Communication Services (MSC), a division of Harris Electronics Systems
(http://www.mcs.harris.com/oceannet).  Their OceanNet buoy is a large discus buoy 5.2
m in diameter and 10 m high and weighs ~50,000 kg fully loaded with fuel [16].  It uses a
single-point, S-tether mooring with a subsurface float made of syntactic foam.  Plans call
for a fiber optic cable linking the buoy with a seafloor junction box. A diesel generator
operating continuously provides 20 kW peak power.  A C-band telemetry system
provides up to 1 Mb/s data telemetry to an Intelsat commercial satellite.  The first
OceanNet Buoy was deployed in the “Tongue of the Ocean” in the Bahamas in mid-1999
but sank when it was hit by Hurricane Floyd; a second deployment is planned for the
Mediterranean.

Although just now undergoing its first sea tests, the commercial OceanNet Buoy
appears to be a well engineered system which may be able to meet the high-end
requirements for a moored-buoy, ocean observatory system; specifically those
applications requiring kilowatt levels of power and a very high data telemetry bandwidth
(on order of Mb/s).  Harris (Andrew Clark) has provided an informal estimate that the
cost for total support (build, deploy, operate and maintain) an OceanNet Buoy at a DEOS
site would run ~$3M per year assuming a 10 year contract.  This cost includes 2Mbps
data throughput from seafloor to shore; it does not include the cost of sensors.

14.0 Discussion and Recommendations
Because of the broad spectrum of scientific needs identified in DEOS planning

documents [1], and described in the recent NAS/NRC report “Illuminating the Hidden
Planet: The Future of Seafloor Observatory Science” [2], it is clear that there is no single
buoy or mooring design which will meet all of these needs.  We have, therefore,
considered a range of specifications and designs in this report in order to investigate the
trade-offs in cost and performance for these different systems.  The following is a
summary of the advantages and disadvantages of the various systems we have evaluated:
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Advantages of the Low-Bandwidth, Acoustically-Linked Observatory
1. Low cost buoy and mooring components
2. Incremental extension of proven technology
3. Uncomplicated logistics; installation, service and relocation of observatories can

be handled by medium/large UNOLS ships without special handling equipment
4. Easy and inexpensive to install and service science instrumentation (ROV not

required for installation and maintenance)
5. May be deployed quickly for rapid-response studies
6. Instruments can be installed on the observatory buoy mooring line.
7. No electro-optic cable or junction box to act as a single point failure.

Disadvantages of the Low-Bandwidth, Acoustically-Linked Observatory
1. Limited data throughput.
2. No power provided to bottom instruments.
3. Additional cost to provide internal power and acoustic modem with each sensor.
4. Acoustic link failure will interrupt data telemetry from the remote instruments,

although it will not necessarily affect data collection for instruments with
internal data storage.

5. All subsurface instrument packages will have to be removed and reinstalled
during each year maintenance trip unless they are designed to be serviceable by
ROV.  This could significantly add to time on station and could be detrimental
to experiments requiring oriented sensors, precise location of sensors, or long-
term continuity of measurements (e.g. seismology or geodesy)..

Advantages of the High-Bandwidth, Cable-Linked Observatory
1. Data throughput is adequate for nearly all scientific applications.
2. C-Band telemetry is inexpensive (per byte) compared to other options.
3. Plenty of power is provided to instruments on the bottom and on the buoy.
4. System is expandable for future applications.
5. Maintenance from UNOLS vessels
6. Robust buoy will have an extended lifetime.
7.  Commonality with NEPTUNE junction box interfaces allows interchange of

instruments between both systems
Disadvantages of the High-Bandwidth, Cable-Linked Observatory

1. Unit cost is comparatively high
2. Electro-optic cable service life is hard to predict and is costly to replace
3. Difficult and expensive to install; requires deep-rated ROV and dynamically

positioned ship to install and maintain sensors
4. Deployment will require either leased commercial vessel (spar buoy)  or

UNOLS vessel with extensive special handling gear (discus buoy)
5. Potential concern about diesel exhaust impact on meteorological sensors. This

contamination could be limited by a low duty cycle for diesel generators
In terms of science requirements, the Low-Bandwidth option is able to telemeter all

required geomagnetic, geodetic, meteorologic and oceanographic data.  Seismic data
would be limited to partial telemetry based external event detection.  Still photography on
a limited schedule (e.g. one picture per hour) is also within the capabilities of a low-
bandwidth system.  Acoustic data and video on the other hand are well beyond the
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capabilities of a low-bandwidth system.  The High-Bandwidth system is capable of
telemetering all geomagnetic, geodetic, meteorologic and oceanographic data, all seismic
data, and it can handle a significant fraction of the estimated AUV, acoustic and video
data requirements.  The High-Bandwidth system can also supply power for the AUV
dock and for high power acoustic sources used for basin-scale tomography
measurements.

Given the diversity of scientific requirements for making sustained time series
observations in the oceans, there is no single design that will satisfy all of these needs.
The acoustically-linked, low-bandwidth approach has the advantage of lower cost and
less complicated logistics at the expense of lower data rates, and an inability to provide
power to the seafloor.  Cable-linked buoy systems are more expensive to build, install,
and operate, but offer much higher data rates and can provide significant power to
operate seafloor instruments.  Costs (including ship time) for the two different
approaches, averaged over 10 years, differ by a factor of 2 or 3, while data rates differ by
about a factor of about 100.  Cable-linked, moored buoy systems, of either the spar or
discus design, will be well-suited to applications which require very high-bandwidth and
for which observations over a long time period (a decade or more) are needed.
Acoustically-linked moored buoy systems will be the preferred solution when power does
not need to be supplied to sensors, the data telemetry requirements are modest or systems
need to be relocatable or deployed rapidly in response to transient events.  It is likely that
a mix of capabilities with a small number of high-end systems, and a larger number of
simpler, less expensive but less capable systems will best meet broader community needs.
The long-term reliability, logistics costs and ultimate practicality of these two different
approaches are difficult to predict with certainty at the present time.  Development and
testing of prototype systems for both acoustically-linked and cable-linked moored buoy
systems must be pursued to answer questions regarding long-term reliability.

For high-bandwidth applications, both discus (single-point mooring) and spar buoys
(tri-moors) are suitable.  The discus approach is less expensive initially and simpler to
install.  For the MOMAR and NAZCA sites a discus system costs ~$1.9-2.3M/node to
build and install (including ship time) versus ~$3.2-5.2M/node for the spar.  However, a
spar buoy with a 3-point mooring has the potential to be more reliable both in terms of
satellite telemetry and the longevity of the mooring and electro-optic cable.  Amortized
over the 10-year operational life of the systems the cost to build, install, operate and
maintain a spar system are only about 15-20% higher than for a discus buoy.  The
appropriate choice of approach will depend on the location (latitude, water depth), the
anticipated system lifetime, the power and telemetry requirements of the sensors, and the
need for continuous real-time data.  The greater the water depth, the larger the cost
differential between the discus and spar options because of the increased mooring cable
lengths.  The spar buoy system provides a more stable platform for telemetry, making it
potentially the preferred system for high-latitude, bad-weather sites (although a larger,
more expensive spar will be required in some cases).  At lower latitude, better weather
sites a discus system may be a cost-effective solution for observatories requiring high-
bandwidth.  The decision on whether a spar or discus approach is preferred for a specific
high-bandwidth application must be addressed by a careful, site-specific and application-
specific analysis.
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Recommendations
Based on this study we believe that moored ocean buoys are a technically feasible

approach for making sustained time series observations in the oceans and should be an
essential component of any long-term ocean observing system.

In order to meet the range of scientific requirements discussed in this report in the
most cost-efficient manner we recommend that both the low-bandwidth, acoustically-
linked and high-bandwidth, cable-linked observatory concepts be developed.

There are several important remaining questions regarding the design and
development of moored buoy ocean observatories that should be addressed through a
series of engineering studies or prototype testing.  These include:

• The reliability of the acoustic communication system in the low-bandwidth system
in deep water.  What average data rates can be achieved and what environmental
factors determine acoustic link performance?  Does the large watch circle of a discus
buoy on a single-point mooring present problems for directional acoustic telemetry?

• The effectiveness of discus and spar buoys as platforms for Inmarsat B (low-
bandwidth) and C-Band (high-bandwidth) satellite telemetry systems.  Up to what sea
states will these systems operate reliably in practice?  How sensitive is performance
to buoy or mooring design?

• The expected operational lifetime of the electro-optic cables for single-point and
three-point moorings.  How do factors such as sea state, currents and mooring design
affect cable reliability?

• The service interval required for diesel-powered buoys with C-Band telemetry
systems.  Is a maintenance interval of ~12 months realistic?
In view of the engineering issues discussed above and the substantial resource

commitment necessary to build and operate a global network of ocean observatories, we
recommend a carefully phased program to develop the infrastructure needed to begin
operating buoy-based observatories.  The goal of this program will be to build, install and
operate both a prototype high-bandwidth, cable-linked observatory and a low-bandwidth,
acoustically-linked observatory.  When completed, these two systems will demonstrate
the full range of solutions that are available for buoy-based ocean observatories.  We
recommend that the high-bandwidth prototype be based on the tri-moored spar design,
which we believe is the more conservative approach based on its inherently lower
dynamics.  The low-bandwidth prototype should be implemented using the acoustic link
technology combined with the single-point discus mooring configuration to optimize the
system for remote applications and to minimize overall costs.  While it is possible to
design and construct these systems, the long-term reliability, over year-long periods, of
the communications and power systems will have to be evaluated through experience.
This two system approach will result in tested designs that are suitable for use in most of
the envisioned applications at deep ocean sites.

We recommend taking the following steps to achieve this goal over the next 3 years.
Year 1

In the first year, two activities should be conducted in parallel: engineering testing of
critical sub-systems and production of detailed engineering and construction plans and
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drawings.  The engineering tests will address the key remaining design questions listed
above.  Specific tasks for Year 1 include:

 Design the spar/mooring for the specific environmental conditions anticipated at the
prototype deployment site.  The design process should be aimed at both minimizing
and fully detailing costs and maximizing long-term reliability.

 Complete working drawings for the  spar buoy, request bids for the construction of
the spar frame, and construct the buoy.

 Design a fiber optic/electrical cable that can withstand many years of use on a spar
buoy mooring.  The design must include the necessary termination and connector
designs required for the installation and maintenance of the high-bandwidth system
and the associated termination frame and junction box.

 Request bids for spar communications antenna and electronics.  Specify diesel power
system, acquire, and construct power module.

 Test the reliability of the acoustic communications link on an existing surface buoy
such as the Bermuda Testbed Mooring to verify the data rate and power conclusions
documented in this report.

 Test the performance of an Inmarsat B telemetry system on an existing surface buoy
such as the BTM to verify its mechanical reliability and power/data rate are
appropriate for the low bandwidth approach.

 Design the low-bandwidth discus buoy and mooring for the protoype deployment site.
Complete working drawings of low-bandwidth discus buoy system.

Standardization of subsystems between the high and low-bandwidth approaches will
be a goal of the design work, where feasible.
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Year 2
In Year 2, the prototype spar systems will be integrated and shallow water tests will

be conducted.  The high-bandwidth spar observatory will be deployed for deep water
tests before the end of the year.  The low-bandwidth discus buoy observatory will be
fabricated and tested in the lab and on the dock.  The dock tests should include short-term
deployments of the complete systems in shallow water to minimize the likelihood of the
prototype systems failing prematurely during their initial deep ocean trials.
Year 3

In Year 3 both the high-bandwidth spar buoy and low-bandwidth discus buoy
observatories will be operated at sites of scientific interest to the ocean sciences
community.  Scientific data and engineering results can then be used to evaluate the
designs for use in a global network of buoy-based ocean observatories.  Along with these
design, test and operational tasks, it will be important to continue to evaluate new satellite
telemetry methods, new sensors, new ROVs and new power systems with an eye to
simplifying these designs to minimize costs and maximize long-term reliability.
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Appendix C
Discus Buoy Environmental Modeling

Models run for survival conditions and 6,000m depth at each site.  Column 1 is static
tension beneath the surface buoy.  Column 2 is dynamic tension, column 3 is the range of
dynamic tension, and column 4 is the ratio of the dynamic tension range to the breaking
strength of the mooring.  Columns 5 and 6 are the horizontal and vertical components of
tension at the anchor.  The sea, wind and current conditions used to model the various
sites are shown on the following page.

In kg units:

Buoy
Static T

Max
Dyn T Range T Ratio T Anchor H Anchor V

Bermuda_LB 2969 978 1795 0.158 1250 1815
Bermuda_HB 5715 1245 2414 0.106 2522 4239
Brazil_LB 4053 616 1449 0.128 1902 2679
Brazil HB 8799 1313 2166 0.096 4054 6837
EPR_LB 4904 658 1420 0.125 2476 3338
EPR_HB 11696 1359 2515 0.111 5644 9238
Papa_LB 3320 825 1755 0.155 1423 2115
Papa_HB 6753 1479 2585 0.114 3051 5332

In Newton units:

Buoy
Static T

Max
Dyn T Range T Ratio T Anchor H Anchor V

Bermuda_LB 29128 9593 17614 0.158 12265 17801
Bermuda_HB 56067 12217 23685 0.106 24739 41581
Brazil_LB 39757 6043 14211 0.128 18659 26283
Brazil HB 86321 12878 21246 0.096 39770 67070
EPR_LB 48105 6455 13929 0.125 24294 32750
EPR_HB 114739 13329 24676 0.111 55366 90628
Papa_LB 32568 8093 17220 0.155 13960 20750
Papa_HB 66250 14511 25359 0.114 29930 52304

Max dyn T= max (T) – mean(T)
Range T    = max (T) – min (T)
Ratio         = range T/ RBS

All conditions run in 6000 m water depth.  Current profiles are specified as linear ramps
in the form (depth (m), current speed (m/s)).  Hs = significant wave height, Tp = peak
period.



Bermuda
31° 40'N, 64° 10'W
Hs=  8.0 m
Tp=14.0 s

Brazil
Campos Basin
Hs=  7.6 m
Tp=16.0 s

EPR
9°00'N, 100°00'W
Hs=  4.2 m
Tp=10.0 s

Papa
50°00'N, 145°00'W
Hs=14.0 m
Tp=20.0 s

U
0.0 0.75 1.35 1.9 1.0
50 1.35 1.9

100 1.15 0.5
110 0.55
140 1.15
150 1.9
152 1.3
230 0.7
250 0.6
340 0.6
415 0.6
545 0.5
640 0.5
750 0.5
760 0.50
870 0.5

1260 0.45
1760 0.40
2510 0.25
3000 0.20
6000 0.15 0.0 0.0 0.0



Appendix D
Analysis of Buoy Motions and their Effects

Summary
Numerical simulations of the motions of the DEOS spar buoy and 5-m discus buoy

have been performed.  The spar buoy has less motion in most sea states than a discus
buoy.  In particular, high communication efficiency is expected on a spar buoy for a
proposed Harris Electronics System C-Band antenna system on the spar buoy up to Sea
State 6.  For these same specifications high communication efficiency on a discus buoy is
estimated to be limited to Sea State 4.  Our analysis predicts the Communication
Efficiencies (percent of time antenna is locked-on for high-speed data transfer) for
various locations as shown below.

Location Communication Efficiency
Discus Spar

Pacific Coast 32 N 55% 99%
Atlantic Coast 25.6 N 56% 99%

North Atlantic 29% 88%
North Pacific 22% 85%

Worldwide Average 48% 97%

Table D-1 Predicted Communication Efficiencies

These predictions are based on a number of assumptions about the motions of the
buoys and antenna performance, which should be verified by further analysis and model
tests of buoy motions. The difference in motions will also effect the longevity of some
equipment on the buoys, particularly cables connected to the buoys.

Motion Predictions
One of the primary differences between the discus buoy and the spar buoy is their

relative motions in waves.  The spar buoy is a stable platform.  Because of this it has been
adapted for oceanographic and offshore purposes where low motions, particularly heave
motions, are critical.  The discus buoy design behaves more as a wave follower.   Pitch
motions of a spar buoy are mitigated by designing it so that its natural period in pitch is
greater than the energy in the wave spectrum.  This usually requires a deep draft.  In the
case of the DEOS Buoy, pitch motions are important for the antenna tracking of the
communications system.  Pitch and heave motions are both important to the longevity of
the mooring/cable connections to the buoy.

In order to quantify the relative motions of the two buoy designs, time domain
simulations were performed using the program MLTSIM.  Prof. J. R. Paulling developed
this program specifically for analysis of large amplitude motions of offshore floating
platforms.  It has been used for the analysis of the three existing spar oil production
platforms.  The motions of one of these platforms, the Neptune Spar, were measured



during the direct passage of Hurricane Georges in 1998 and provided full-scale motion
verification.

Coordinates for buoy motions
are shown at the right. Motion
computations are normally made
with the origin of the coordinates
at the center of gravity of the
structure.  Surge is normally
defined to be in the direction to
which the waves are heading,
heave is positive upwards and
sway is positive to starboard.

Pitch, roll and yaw are rotations
about the sway, surge and heave
axes, respectively.

Complete motion results for the Spar Buoy are discussed in the report “DEOS Spar
Buoy and Mooring Design”, Dec. 1999, and will only be briefly summarized here.
Simulations for the Discus Buoy for both a single line and tri-moor were performed by
Atle Steen (Memo to Ed Horton, “Discus Buoy, Single vs 3-Point Mooring”,  Feb. 12,
2000).

Validation of MLTSIM for discus buoy motions was performed using data provided
by WHOI for the 3-m buoy deployed off New England discussed earlier.  Comparison of
the pitch rate spectrum of the simulation vs. the measured spectrum is shown below. The
simulation proved accurate in the range of wave energy, but a large resonant peak is
predicted which did not appear in the data.  This is apparently the result of damping
which is not modeled in the simulations.  It was decided that, rather than attempt to more
accurately  model  this damping  we would  apply a low  pass filter to the results of discus
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Figure D-3  Comparison of Predicted and Measured
Pitch Rates for a 3-m Discus Buoy

buoy simulations with a cutoff frequency of 0.7 Hz.  Results shown above include this
cutoff.

WHOI provided data for two sea states.  A comparison of the predicted and measured
RMS pitch rate results is shown above; predicted results have been filtered.  Measured
results include pitch and roll.  Since the discus buoy yaws it is difficult to define a
consistent “pitch” axis.  Assuming the pitch and roll would add vectorally to represent
“tilt”, the actual “tilt rate” might be as much as 40% higher than either of the values
shown.  Hence the predicted values using this approach might be more than 40% low.

Survival Conditions
 “Survival” conditions have been arbitrarily defined to correspond to a 50-year return

period Brazilian storm as used by the oil industry for drilling rig survival.  These
conditions are summarized here.

Hs, m 7.6 m
Tp, s 16.0 sec
Uw, m/s 27.7 m/s
Uc at Surf., m/s 1.4 m/s

Simulation results for the Spar and a 5-m Discus buoy are shown below.  “Significant”
responses are defined as single amplitude values and are equal to 2*standard deviation.
Statistically, the Significant Value corresponds to the average of the 1/3rd highest peaks in
an irregular response time series.

Spar Discus
Sig Heave, m 2.2 3.8
Sig Pitch, deg 7.3 8.7
Sig Pitch Rate, deg/s 3.7 16.9



The pitch rate for the discus buoy is proportionately higher than the Spar Buoy even
though the pitch motion amplitudes are similar.  This is due to the fact that the Spar Buoy
has a high pitch period which results in greater low frequency motions but smaller pitch
velocities.

Operational Responses
Simulation responses for operational sea states for the two buoy designs are

illustrated below.
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The following figure uses this result to predict the cumulative percentage of occurrence
for pitch rates for an Atlantic Coast environment.

Atlantic Coast (26N, 92W)
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The above does not address yaw motions.  These cannot be predicted by our
simulations tools since the mechanism of yaw excitation has not been identified.
Statistical responses reported by WHOI for a 3m discus buoy are shown elsewhere in this
report.  The measured responses suggest that the yaw rate is approximately _ of the
pitch/roll rate for a given environment.

Effect of Motions on Communications
The above discussion indicates that the Discus Buoy motions result in higher angular

velocities and accelerations than a spar buoy in a comparable environment.  In order to
evaluate the effect of this difference on communications performance we have developed
a model for Communication Efficiency based on data provided by Harris Corporation1.
The specifications for the antenna system proposed for the DEOS buoy state the
following limits for antenna tracking:

Roll + 30° @ 8 s
Pitch + 15° @ 6 s
Yaw + 80° @ 50 s

To translate into rate data, Harris suggests that dividing the total range by the period,
in which:

Roll 7.5°/s
Pitch 5°/s

Yaw 3.2°/s

These limits refer to the performance of an off-the-shelf C-Band system.  This is the
system assumed in cost estimates for both the discus and spar buoys.  Harris has
developed a high performance C-Band system designed to operate in up to Sea State 6
(Significant Wave Height about 13 ft) with a discus buoy but it is significantly more
expensive (~$1M).

If these velocities are exceeded, the antenna will lose contact with the satellite and
will go into a search mode to reacquire lock-on.  There are no specific data on the
duration of this search mode. We assume here that it takes from 10 to 30 s.  If we assume
no time for the search mode and use the statistical responses reported by WHOI for a 3m
buoy off New England (Figure 10.6), we would estimate the following downtime for the
communications system:

Roll 5%
Pitch 10%
Yaw 11%

The vector sum of these would be 16% downtime, or 84% availability.  We will refer
to this availability figure as the "Communication Efficiency"

                                                  
1 Personal communication with Andy Clarke, May 31, 2000.



In order to model the Communication Efficiency more accurately we have developed
the following model for lost communication time.  Pitch rate responses are assumed to
follow a Gaussian distribution.  Peak local responses are assumed to follow a Rayleigh
distribution such that the expected maximum response, Yp, in N wave cycles can be
represented by:

2
)(

2
NLn

Yp $=

A given peak response, say the pitch rate value for which antenna tracking is lost, will
thus be expected every Np wave cycles, where

2

2

*2 $
Yp

eNp =

Given a zero crossing period for the response of Tz, this peak response will be exceeded,
on average, every Tz*Np s.

This analysis applies to one variable, e.g. pitch motion.  Communications dropout
also occurs if other motions exceed cut-off values, particularly yaw.  Since the yaw cut-
off is half of the pitch cutoff, and since the data suggests that yaw rates are similar to
those of pitch, we can assume that the frequency of occurrence of a cutoff due to yaw is
twice that due to pitch.  If these values are independent then we would expect the
frequency of cutoff to be three times that for one response alone.  If they are totally
correlated, then we would expect the frequency of occurrence to be the same.  For our
purposes, we assumed a value between these, assuming that the frequency of cutoff, fc,
is:

It is convenient to consider the lost communications time per hour, say, as

ToutfcTlost **3600=

Where Tout = Average time for antenna to reacquire lock-on for each event.  The
Communication Efficiency, i.e. the fraction of time communication is available, is thus

3600
1

Tlost
Ec %=

Based on simulations run for operational seas, the value for Tz is approximately 3 s for
the discus buoy, and 10 s for the spar buoy.

Figure D-6 presents the Communication Efficiency as a function of Significant Pitch
Rate and Tout.

fc = 2
Tz  / Np

 (Hz)
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Figure D-7 shows the relative communication efficiency for the spar and discus buoys
as a function of Sea State.  This is based on the response data in Figure D-4 and the data
above for a 20-s search time.
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Figure D-8 shows the probability distributions for the occurrence of waves from
various locations in the world.  Using these data we have derived the expected
communication efficiency for the various locations.  The results are given below.  The
results are given in Table D-1.  These values are sensitive to the assumptions of this
model, particularly the correlation of yaw and pitch, search time, zero crossing period and
the accuracy of our motion predictions.  The data from the buoy off New England
suggests that the cut-off responses could be exceeded about 16% of the time.  This does



not include time lost trying to reacquire lock on. The corresponding implied efficiency of
84% may or may not be consistent with the computed values in Table 1 of 29% (North
Atlantic Environment) and 56% (Mid-Atlantic Coast).
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We recommend model tests to verify buoy motions and further investigation of
antenna responses to improve these predictions.



Appendix E
Discus Buoy Summary Costs for MOMAR and NAZCA Basin

Sites

These tables show estimated costs for equipment acquisition, initial mooring
installation, and subsequent annual operating costs. Costs are shown without vessel costs,
but vessel costs are shown separately.

Four mooring options are shown that represent a range of data telemetry options.
Only two of these options, the LB and HB options have been described in detail in the
body of the report because the VLB and MB options did not prove to be of great value.
The costs are shown here to answer potential questions about the value of Very Low
Bandwidth and Medium Bandwidth systems. The Very Low Bandwidth option provides
about 0.5 Mbytes of data per day. It uses Orbcomm or Inmarsat M telemetry with solar
panels for power generation. The advantage of the VLB option over the Low Bandwidth
option is that it uses a less complicated telemetry system that is less likely to fail under
heavy use. However, the cost difference between the VLB and LB approaches is minimal
and the LB approach includes at least an Orbcomm system as a back up telemetry system,
so the technical advantage of the simpler approach is minimal.

The Medium Bandwidth option uses the same hardware as the High Bandwidth
option (C- band telemetry system), but operates on a much lower duty cycle, providing
about 50 Mbytes of data per day. The advantage of this approach is that less fuel is
consumed by the diesel generators and the satellite telemetry system is not worked as
hard. However, as with the VLB/LB comparison, the cost difference between the
approaches is minimal and the MB option is really just a subset of the HB capabilities.
Overall buoy size is affected, however, and depending on the vessel capabilities, this size
and weight issue could impact logistics and therefore costs.

Mobilization for the MOMAR site is assumed to occur in Woods Hole (which is as
close to MOMAR as any other East Coast port) and ship costs for mobilization and
demobilization at WHOI are not incurred as is standard UNOLS practice at a ship's home
port.  Technical support is assumed to come from WHOI and, therefore, travel costs are
not included for the MOMAR site.  NAZCA Basin costs, on the other hand, assume
staging out of Panama with 8 days transit to Panama from either a West Coast or an East
Coast port.  Travel costs for technicians are included, as are ship costs for mobilization
and demobilization.  One-way vessel transit costs (only) have been included in the
spreadsheets.  Finally, ship day rates for the Oceanus and Knorr have been used
throughout, where it is assumed that Oceanus is used for the low-bandwidth option and
that Knorr is used for the high-bandwidth options.  Day rates for Jason/Medea with the
DSL support crew have been used for ROV costs.



Discus Buoy Summary Costs MOMAR Site
Cost Cost Cost Cost

VLB Option LB Option MB Option HB Option
CAPITAL COSTS

Buoy 63,050 63,050 153,650 198,650
Mooring 76,600 76,600 176,900 176,900
Buoy Payload 32,500 32,500 40,500 40,500
Telemetry System 24,000 54,000 174,000 176,000
Power Generation System 9,600 9,600 57,500 68,300
T-Box 0 0 17,500 17,500
Junction Box 0 0 189,500 189,500
Labor 177,000 177,000 315,000 315,000
TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 382,750 412,750 1,124,550 1,182,350

INSTALLATION COSTS
Mobilization 11,500 11,500 15,000 17,500
Cruise 53,500 53,500 240,600 248,300
Demobilization 7,000 7,000 10,000 10,000
Other costs 35,000 35,000 70,000 70,000
TOTAL INSTALL W/O SHIPTIME 107,000 107,000 335,600 345,800

ANNUAL OPER. & MAIN. COSTS
Mobilization 11,500 11,500 17,500 17,500
Cruise 53,500 53,500 240,600 248,300
Demobilization 7,000 10,000 10,000
Other costs 35,000 35,000 70,000 70,000
Telemetry charges 36,000 39,000 39,000 39,000
Replacement parts 31,595 37,595 101,095 108,155
TOTAL ANNUAL W/O SHIPTIME 167,595 183,595 478,195 492,955
CAPITAL/INSTALL W/O
SHIPTIME

489,750 519,750 1,460,150 1,528,150

SHIPTIME 218,864 218,864 367,380 367,380
OPERATION FOR 3 YEARS 335,190 367,190 956,390 985,910
SHIPTIME 437,728 437,728 734,760 734,760
OPERATION FOR 5 YEARS 670,380 734,380 1,912,780 1,971,820
SHIPTIME 875,456 875,456 1,469,520 1,469,520
OPERATION FOR 10 YEARS 1,508,355 1,652,355 4,303,755 4,436,595
SHIPTIME 1,969,776 1,969,776 3,306,420 3,306,420
TOTAL- 3 YEARS W/O SHIPTIME 824,940 886,940 2,416,540 2,514,060
SHIPTIME 656,592 656,592 1,102,140 1,102,140
TOTAL- 5 YEARS W/O SHIPTIME 1,160,130 1,254,130 3,372,930 3,499,970
SHIPTIME 1,094,320 1,094,320 1,836,900 1,836,900
TOTAL COSTS OVER 10 YEARS 1,998,105 2,172,105 5,763,905 5,964,745
SHIPTIME 2,188,640 2,188,640 3,673,800 3,673,800

TOTAL COSTS- 3 YEARS 1,481,532 1,543,532 3,518,680 3,616,200
                            5 YEARS 2,254,450 2,348,450 5,209,830 5,336,870
                          10 YEARS 4,186,745 4,360,745 9,437,705 9,638,545



Discus Buoy Summary Costs NAZCA BASIN Site
Cost Cost Cost Cost

VLB Option LB Option MB Option HB Option
CAPITAL COSTS

Buoy 63,050 63,050 153,650 198,650
Mooring 94,910 94,910 301,900 301,900
Buoy Payload 32,500 32,500 40,500 40,500
Telemetry System 24,000 54,000 174,000 176,000
Power Generation System 9,600 9,600 57,500 68,300
T-Box 0 0 17,500 17,500
Junction Box 0 0 214,500 214,500
Labor 177,000 177,000 315,000 315,000
TOTAL CAPITAL COSTS 401,060 431,060 1,274,550 1,332,350

INSTALLATION COSTS
Mobilization 27,360 27,360 51,720 51,720
Cruise 59,500 59,500 266,600 274,300
Demobilization 10,580 10,580 19,360 19,360
Other costs 35,000 35,000 70,000 70,000
TOTAL INSTALL W/O SHIPTIME 132,440 132,440 407,680 415,380

ANNUAL OPER. & MAIN. COSTS
Mobilization 24,860 24,860 46,720 46,720
Cruise 59,500 59,500 266,600 274,300
Demobilization 10,580 10,580 19,360 19,360
Other costs 35,000 35,000 70,000 70,000
Telemetry charges 36,000 39,000 39,000 39,000
Replacement parts 35,257 41,257 126,095 133,155
TOTAL ANNUAL W/O SHIPTIME 201,197 210,197 567,775 582,535

CAPITAL/INSTALL W/O SHIPTIME 533,500 563,500 1,682,230 1,747,730
SHIPTIME 396,691 396,691 632,710 632,710
OPERATION FOR 3 YEARS 402,394 420,394 1,135,550 1,165,070
SHIPTIME 793,382 793,382 1,265,420 1,265,420
OPERATION FOR 5 YEARS 804,788 840,788 2,271,100 2,330,140
SHIPTIME 1,586,764 1,586,764 2,530,840 2,530,840
OPERATION FOR 10 YEARS 1,810,773 1,891,773 5,109,975 5,242,815
SHIPTIME 3,570,219 3,570,219 5,694,390 5,694,390
TOTAL-3 YEARS W/O SHIPTIME 935,894 983,894 2,817,780 2,912,800
SHIPTIME 1,190,073 1,190,073 1,898,130 1,898,130
TOTAL-5 YEARS W/O SHIPTIME 1,338,288 1,404,288 3,953,330 4,077,870
SHIPTIME 1,983,455 1,983,455 3,163,550 3,163,550
TOTAL-10 YEARS W/O SHIPTIME 2,344,273 2,455,273 6,792,205 6,990,545
SHIPTIME 3,966,910 3,966,910 6,327,100 6,327,100

TOTAL COSTS- 3 YEARS 2,125,967 2,173,967 4,715,910 3,163,550
                            - 5 YEARS 3,321,743 3,387,743 7,116,880 6,990,545
                            10 YEARS 6,311,183 6,422,183 13,119,305 13,317,645



Appendix F
Spar Buoy Summary Costs for MOMAR and NAZCA Basin Sites

Spar Buoy costs are tabulated below for the MOMAR and NAZCA sites.  The spar
buoy is not being considered for the Low-Bandwidth option, hence these costs only apply
to the High-Bandwidth option.  We have used the following assumptions in deriving
costs.

Capital Costs
Buoy
The spar buoy is constructed in a Gulf of Mexico yard and transported to the mobilization
site by barge.  These costs include the buoy structure and outfitting costs for built-in
piping and cathodic protection.  Costs for batteries, fuel bladder, etc. are included below
under the appropriate subsystem. Table F-2 contains details of the buoy costs.

Mooring
Polyester mooring lines are used for both sites.  Aker Marine Contractors estimated the
costs for the mooring system including polyester lines, steel chain and wire for the upper
1000 meters and near the anchor, the anchor and the riser buoy.  The line was sized for
installation.  Table F-3 contains details of the mooring estimates.

Buoy Payload
Payload costs are assumed the same as for the discus buoy.

Topsides Structure
The spar buoy topsides payload, including the telemetry and power generation systems
(excluding batteries and fuel) which are in the hull, are placed on top of the buoy using a
UNOLS vessel crane.  This requires special structure to support this equipment with
appropriate interfaces to the buoy and lifting points for installation and removal.  The
cost of this structure is included here.

Telemetry
The same costs used for the discus buoy are assumed here.

Power Generation
We have assumed the same costs as the discus buoy.  Independent estimates by the SIO-
MPL consultant, Pete Traphagen, were below these estimates.

EM Cable
The cost of $7/ft provided by South Bay Cable is used.

T-Box and J-Box
The same costs used for the discus buoy are assumed.

Labor
The same costs as the discus buoy are assumed.



Engineering and Development
The costs presented here do not include non-recurring costs for designing the production
system, or for prototype development.

Buoy Installation
The spar buoy assumes two mobilizations: one for the buoy and mooring; another for

the topsides, electro-optic cable, T-Box and J-Box.  The size of the spar buoy and the
amount of mooring line required exceed the capabilities of the UNOLS ships, primarily
because of deck space limitations and reel/winch capacity.  Offshore Supply/Anchor
Handling boats are ideally suited for launching the spar buoy and mooring.  Installation
of the spar buoy and mooring is independent of the topsides and instrumentation
installation.  Costs for this have been assumed the same as for the discus buoy
installation.

Aker Marine Contractors (AMC) prepared spar and mooring installation costs. Costs
were prepared for the following cases installation on the Atlantic (MOMAR site) and
southeastern Pacific (NAZCA site).  Both cases assume use of a North Sea Anchor
Handling Tug (AHT). These boats are currently available for charter at a full rate (with
fuel underway) of around $18,000/day.  These boats would need some outfitting to be
able to launch the Spar Buoy and Mooring, including:

A-frame and launch equipment $150,000
Storage reels (2) $1,000,000
Deck Strengthening-shipyard costs $200,000
Total vessel Outfitting $1,350,000

These one-time costs would equip a vessel to deploy two spars and moorings in one
deployment.  These costs have not been included in the cost summary tables below to be
consistent with the discus buoy estimates, which also do not include costs for
modifications to the UNOLS vessels.

For Pacific installation we assume mobilization from the Gulf of Mexico with a U.S.
Flag Anchor Handling Tug.  These tugs, currently demanding about $50,000/day on the
spot market, have more capabilities than needed for this operation.  They would not
require any modifications to handle the spar and mooring installation.  Buoy installation
costs have been divided between costs without ship time (“Extra Costs”) and ship time
costs (“Vessel Costs”).  These are shown in Appendix E-3.

Vessel Purchase
It might be worth considering purchasing or new building a vessel for spar buoy

installation and removal if the spar buoy is selected for development.   If one-off
installation costs are assumed, the lease cost of the vessel is about $335,000 per buoy
exclusive of manning and fuel costs.  If 20 buoys are deployed this amounts to
$6,700,000.  If we consider the cost of removing the buoys this cost could be doubled to
$13,400,000.  Adding the vessel modifications, $1,350,000 brings the total vessel related
costs to $14,750,000.



A used vessel of this class can currently be purchased for around $12,000,000, or
with modifications to deploy the spar and mooring, around $13,350,000.   AMC claims
that new build prices for Gulf Coast construction for vessels of this class, in U.S. Flag,
are around $14-18 million.  These vessels actually have more power and winch capacity
than required for the spar installation.  A special purpose vessel could be considerably
cheaper, yet be fully capable of handling this operation.

Thus the total life cycle cost for the purchase or lease option may be nearly identical,
or even favor the purchase option.  Furthermore, the purchase option has the following
advantages:

• Vessel costs will not be subject to market fluctuations,
• The vessel can be U.S. Flag,
• The vessel will have resale value at the end of service for this project,
• The vessel would be available for other oceanographic work other than DEOS,

and would represent a significant and different addition to the fleet capabilities,
• Vessel scheduling will be under the control of the oceanographic community and

not subject to oil industry demand.
Capital Costs MOMAR NAZCA Notes
Buoy 150,000$          150,000$          
Mooring 644,000$          935,000$          Upgraded for Simpler Installation
Buoy Payload 40,500$            40,500$            Same as Discus
Topsides Structure 10,000$            10,000$            
Telemetry System 176,000$          176,000$          Same as Discus
Power Generation System 68,300$            68,300$            Same as Discus
EM Cable 121,000$          242,000$          
T-Box 17,500$            17,500$            Same as Discus
Junction Box 189,500$          214,000$          Same as Discus
Labor 315,000$          315,000$          Same as Discus

1,731,800$       2,168,300$       

Buoy Installation w/o Ship Time 427,500$          272,500$          Mob from Aberdeen/Houston respectively
Topsides Installation w/o Ship Time 345,800$          415,380$          Assumed same as Discus Buoy Installation
Capital + Install w/o Ship Time 2,505,100$       2,856,180$       
Ship Time, Buoy/Mooring 376,000$          617,500$          Assumes Charter rate $18,000
Ship Time, Topsides 367,380$          632,710$          Same as Discus Buoy Installation
Capital + Install w/ Ship Time 3,248,480$       4,106,390$       One Off Installation

Annual Op & Maint. Costs w/o Shiptime 492,955$          582,535$          Same as Discus

Total 5 Years w/o Shiptime 4,476,920$       5,186,320$       
Op/Maint Ship Time 1,469,520$       2,530,840$       Same as Discus
Installation Ship Time 743,380$          1,250,210$       

Total 10 years w/o Ship Time 6,941,695$       8,098,995$       
Op/Maint Ship Time 3,306,420$       5,694,390$       
Installation Ship Time 743,380$          1,250,210$       

Total for 5 Years 6,689,820$       8,967,370$       
Total for 10 Years 10,991,495$      15,043,595$      
Annual Costs
5 Yrs w/o Ship Time 895,384$          1,037,264$       
5 Yrs w Ship Time 1,337,964$       1,793,474$       
10 Yrs w/o Ship Time 694,170$          809,900$          
10 Yrs w/ Ship Time 1,099,150$       1,504,360$       

Table -F-1  Costs for Spar Buoy



Table F-2 – Buoy Cost Details
Materials
Main Structural Steel  $     48,100
Outfitting Steel  $     12,200
Total Material  $      60,300

Labor MHRS Rate
Main Structure 1195  $       35  $     41,825
Outfitting Steel 393  $       35  $     13,755
Equipment Installation 1000  $       35  $     35,000
Total Labor 2588  $      90,580
Total Fabrication Cost  $    150,880

Table F-3 – Mooring Procurement Costs - MOMAR

No. Description No. Required Qty/ea Units US$/Unit Cost, US$
1 70 kip Holding Capacity Dead Weight 3 1 lbs 30,000$         90,000$                
2 2" ORQ Chain 3 30 ft 40$                3,600$                  
3 2.5" Marlow Superline 3 12140 ft 8$                  291,360$              
4 1" Spiral Strand 3 660 ft 10$                19,800$                
5 1" ORQ Chain 3 20 ft 20$                1,200$                  
6 22 kip Submerged Buoy 3 1 lbs 25,000$         75,000$                
7 1" Spiral Strand 3 750 ft 10$                22,500$                
8 1" ORQ Chain 3 20 ft 20$                1,200$                  
9 Mooring Line Hardware 3 1 misc 50,000$         150,000$              

10 Spar Buoy 1 1 n/a 125,000$       125,000$              
Total: 779,660$              

10% Shipping and Handling Cost: 77,966$                
TOTAL COST: 857,626$              

Spiral Strand/Polyester System

MOMAR site: 3658m (12,000 ft) Water Depth Mooring

Table F-4 – Mooring Procurement Costs - NAZCA

No. Description No. Required Qty/ea Units US$/Unit Cost, US$
1 70 kip Holding Capacity Dead Weight 3 1 lbs 30,000$         90,000$                
2 2" ORQ Chain 3 30 ft 40$                3,600$                  
3 2.5" Marlow Superline 3 20259 ft 8$                  486,216$              
4 1" Spiral Strand 3 660 ft 10$                19,800$                
5 1" ORQ Chain 3 20 ft 20$                1,200$                  
6 22 kip Submerged Buoy 3 1 lbs 25,000$         75,000$                
7 1" Spiral Strand 3 750 ft 10$                22,500$                
8 1" ORQ Chain 3 20 ft 20$                1,200$                  
9 Mooring Line Hardware 3 1 misc 50,000$         150,000$              

10 Spar Buoy 1 1 n/a 125,000$       125,000$              
Total: 974,516$              

10% Shipping and Handling Cost: 97,452$                

TOTAL COST: 1,071,968$           

Spiral Strand/Polyester System

NAZCA site: 6096m (20,000 ft.) Water Depth Mooring



Table F-5  Vessel Costs:  MOMAR Site
LOCATION-DEPARTURE LOCATION-WORK SITE SITE DESCRIPTION/WORK

DISTANCE 
(NM)

TIME (days) COST

Aberdeen Mobilization 3.0 54,000$        
Aberdeen Mid Atlantic Ridge 35N, 37W, 12,000’ WD 2000 6.9 125,000$      

4 day installation 4.0 72,000$        
Mid Atlantic Ridge Aberdeen N/A 2000 6.9 125,000$      

20.9 376,000$         Totals

Note: Installation Vessel is Mobed from the North Sea, day rate is $18,000 per day inclusive of fuel/lubes.
1st system is shipped to Aberdeen.

Table F-6  Extra Costs:  MOMAR Site
ITEM DESCRIPTION COST # TOTAL

Airfares
Round trip airfares for crews from Houston to 
Aberdeen. 10 persons.  $             6,000 10  $       60,000 

Shipping 1 buoy, 1 mooring system, Houston to Aberdeen  $         100,000 1  $     100,000 
Stevedoring Cargo handling  $           10,000 4  $       40,000 
Survey Survey spread;  crew and equipment  $             3,000 20  $       60,000 
Crew costs ashore Hotels, meals, etc. per day  $             1,500 5  $         7,500 
Crew Wages Deck crew for installations per day rate  $             8,000 20  $     160,000 

 $     427,500 Total

Table F-7  Vessel Costs:  NAZCA
LOCATION-DEPARTURE LOCATION-WORK SITE SITE DESCRIPTION/WORK

DISTANCE 
(NM)

TIME (days) COST

Houston-Fourchon-Houston Mobilization-DeMobilization 6.0 108,000$      
Houston, TX Panama N/A 1500 5.2 93,750$        
Panama Peru Basin 15S, 100W, 15000’ WD 2000 6.9 125,000$      

4 day installation 4.0 72,000$        
Peru Basin Houston N/A 3500 12.2 218,750$      

34.3 617,500$         Totals

Note: Installation Vessel is Mobed from the Houston, day rate is $18,000 per day inclusive of fuel/lubes.
This is a one off installation.

c
Table F-8  Extra Costs:  NAZCA Site

ITEM DESCRIPTION COST # TOTAL

Airfares
Round trip airfares for crews from Houston to 
Panama. 10 persons, crew change.  $             4,000 10  $       40,000 

Agent fees Foreign fees  $             5,000 3  $       15,000 
Survey Survey spread;  crew and equipment  $             3,000 30  $       90,000 
Crew costs ashore Hotels, meals, etc. per day  $             1,500 5  $         7,500 
Crew Wages Deck crew for installations per day rate  $             8,000 15  $     120,000 

 $     272,500 Total

c


